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3 Trains of Thought

5 Locomotive names and their origins: 

No 6015 King Richard III

Richard III was the last of the Plantagenet kings.

The GWR ‘King’ that carried his name had not

only a longer life but also a less controversial

one, as Roger Haigh explains.

15 Highland Railway viaducts and bridges: 
Perth to Inverness

David Anderson and Andrew Kennedy describe

the viaducts and bridges between Stanley

Junction and Inverness, via both the Dava and

Inverness and Aviemore Direct routes.

46A view of Bricklayers Arms shed on 9 April 1960 finds ex-LB&SCR Billinton ‘C2X’ class 0-6-0 No 32552, former SR Maunsell ‘U’ class 2-6-0

No 31638 and Maunsell ‘Schools’ class 4-4-0 No 30925 Cheltenham between duties. January 1960 saw the BTC publish a list of significant steam

locomotives to preserve and Cheltenham would ultimately be chosen to represent Britain’s most powerful class of 4-4-0s.

W. Potter/Kidderminster Railway Museum

33Stanier ‘8F’ class 2-8-0 No 48706 arrives at Builth Road with a northbound Central

Wales line freight on 16 August 1962. Colour-Rail.com/303518
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TRAINS of thought

I
constantly followed the steam scene in England and Wales from the
age of eight in 1942, until courting, marriage and bringing up children
over the period 1955 to 1965 reduced the opportunities for me to

spend as much time chasing steam locomotives. The terraced house in
Worcester where we lived overlooked the railway bridge over the
Worcester to Birmingham canal which, at this point on the line to
Hereford, was where locomotives leaving Worcester (Shrub Hill)
station for the shed stopped and reversed before running along the
Birmingham side of a triangle of lines to reach their destination. On
going home to lunch from my workplace on 28 August 1965 I saw
unrebuilt Bulleid Pacific No 34079 141 Squadron on the bridge over the
canal, preparing to go on shed, and I told my friend at work, who was
also a railway enthusiast. He immediately left his desk (during work
time) and went up to the shed to see the Bulleid Pacific. 

This unusual event inspired our first trip to Dai Woodham’s
scrapyard at Barry Docks on 1 May 1966, where we witnessed lines of
dead locomotives awaiting scrapping, on this occasion totalling 169,
comprising 54 previously-named steam engines and 155 others.
Another Welsh location visited that day was Severn Tunnel Junction’s
old steam shed, where amongst eight withdrawn engines was No 92220
Evening Star. It has been recorded that as many as 213 engines bought
for scrap by Woodham’s at Barry were never cut up, and by 2011 64%
of the engines originally sent to that scrapyard had been returned to
steam – a remarkable achievement – while many parts that once lay
rotting away at Barry have also been acquired for use on other now-
preserved engines, while some near complete locomotives inspired new
builds of lost classes. A further visit to the Welsh scrapyards was made
on 17 July 1966 when, in addition to a return to Barry Docks we
visited Sheppard’s and Hayes’ scrapyards at Bridgend; at the latter were
12 steam engines, including four withdrawn Southern Pacifics and LMS
‘Jubilee’ No 45655 Keith. 

In this issue of the magazine Philip Atkins’ article ‘Spoilt for Choice’
explains the decisions made regarding which steam locomotives should be
preserved for the National Collection, which must have been a difficult
decision to make, and certainly not one that would please everyone.

In addition to the locomotives that were saved from the cutter’s
torch we now have the exciting projects taking place regarding new-
builds. The ‘A1’ Pacific Tornado is the pioneer as it is already in action,
but another ten LNER-types are mooted, including Great Eastern,
Great Central and North Eastern types, while four lost GWR classes
are also underway. LMS enthusiasts have four to track, including two
L&NWR types, while Southern fans can concentrate on the ‘Brighton
Atlantic’, unless they are swayed by the four BR Standards –
Nos 72010, 77021, 82045 and 84030 – that are in the pipeline. 

Amongst locations at the forefront of this new era is the
engineering facility of the Llangollen Railway where, if you are lucky
enough to walk around the works, you should see progress on GWR
‘4700’ class 2-8-0 No 4709, and three 4-6-0s – GWR No 6880 Betton
Grange, LMS ‘Patriot’ No 45551 The Unknown Warrior and LNER ‘B17’
class No 61673 Spirit of Sandringham. So steam will live on for many
years to come. Enjoy your read and the ‘new world’ of steam.

Cover: Collett ‘King’ class

4-6-0 No 6015 King
Richard III heads through

Beaconsfield with the

11.10am London

(Paddington) to Birkenhead

(Woodside) service on

13 May 1961.

R.C. Riley Collection

33 STEAM DAYS in Colour

No 132: The Central Wales line between 

Craven Arms and Sugar Loaf

Llinking Shrewsbury and Swansea, scenes from the

last decade of steam take us through to the

Brecknockshire/Carmarthenshire border.

44 Steam Days Subscriptions

46 Spoilt for choice: The BTC’s 1960 preservation plan

Philip Atkins ponders the selection of locomotives

for the National Collection.

54 Firing Days at Stratford Depot, East London

David Ducker recalls his days working from

Stratford locomotive depot from 1946, when a

young lad, until his calling up for National Service.

65 Tail Lamp – Readers’ Letters

Next Month...
Wolverhampton (Stafford Road) shed

Skipton, Keighley and Hellifield: 1944-1948

LNER Gresley ‘V4’ 2-6-2s Nos 61700 and 61701

BR Standards on the Southern

Steam Days in Colour — 

Freight in the North East

On sale Thursday 17th December

Steam Days
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Techniques
Covering the bare baseboards requires 
Techniques
Covering the bare baseboards requires 
Techniques
vegetation as well as structures. 
NIGEL BURKIN shows how easily it 
can be achieved on any layout using a 
variety of products and techniques.

G
ROUND COVER MODELLING
consisting of grasses, bushes, 
scrub, weeds and 
flowering plants is the 
first of several layers 
of scenery that 

starts bringing a layout to life. 
Covering plaster hard shell 
or carved foam terrain with 
vegetation is some of the most 
satisfying layout work you will 
ever do and some of the most 
forgiving too. 

But it isn’t all about fresh 
green grasses and bushes. There 
is another side to ground cover 
and that is soil, earth, gravel and sand 
which may be exposed in dirt tracks, 
gravel roads, beaches along the course of 
rivers and where the plants have been eroded 
away. In fact almost anything you apply to the 
surface of your terrain could be called ‘ground 
cover’, including water, rail ballast, rocks, paved 
roads, garden modelling, trees and snow.

Before reaching for packets of turf and a bottle 
of scenery glue, take a look at some reference 
photographs to see how the landscape appears 
in your chosen area of modelling. Consider 
the time of the year in which your layout is set 
because colours change with the seasons and 
the same grasses, weeds and bushes will look 
different. Look at factors which affect the growth 
of ground cover including how livestock affects 
the growth of grasses in pasture compared 
to the less manicured environment of railway 
embankments. How do weeds and grasses grow 
in urban and industrial areas? What trees and 
plants are the first to populate brown field sites 
such as old railway yards? Photographs will help 
you with determining how much ground cover 
looks right.

Choosing ground  
cover ‘vegetation’
Scenery materials have developed dramatically 
in recent times with the traditional dyed sawdust 
giving way to considerably more refined and 
better-coloured products for ground cover 
vegetation. Ground foam is now giving way to 
static grass which has seen its use grow in the last 
ten years particularly as the price of static grass 
applicators has fallen. 

Scenery material suppliers such as Noch 
and Mininatur offer ground cover materials to 

represent specific 
features including 
cereal crops, meadow 
grasses, cattle and 
livestock pasture, rough 
ground and wild ground cover. 
The seasons are also taken into 
consideration with products coloured 
to suit, making ground cover modelling 
a satisfyingly precise area of landscape 
modelling in its own right.

Whatever lengths you plan to go to, the 
majority of experienced modellers choose to 
use static grass as the main component of green 
ground cover now, the idea is to achieve the 
correct colouring for your chosen season and 
a variety of textures. The real landscape has a 
variety of colours and textures which, when 
replicated on a layout, will make it appear more 
realistic.

For example, livestock will eat pasture grasses 
down, sometimes leaving the tougher broadleaf 
weeds alone. Bracken will grow pretty well 
unchecked in upland areas where acid soil 
dominates – it is rarely eaten by anything, being 

Techniques
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relatively toxic to 
livestock and will grow 

to the exclusion of other 
plants. Lineside locations such 

as embankments and cuttings will see 
longer grasses and bushes growing together 

with weeds. All of these features have their own 
textures and cannot be created with just one or 
two applications of ground cover material.

Colour is another factor to consider. I prefer 

late Summer as a 
modelling season as 

grasses and weeds reach 
their maximum height. Whilst the 

underlying colour of grass will be green, 
the longer strands and flower stalks will likely 

be dry and straw-coloured. Winter grasses will 
be dead and dried to a straw colour, together 
with what is left of Summer weeds which may 
be dark brown. Not all grasses stand tall – they 
can be beaten down by rain and wind and early 
summer grasses will be a lovely fresh green but 
not very tall. Areas of good drainage will result 
in prematurely dry grasses, such as the area 
immediately adjacent to the permanent way and 
dirt roads. Creating these textures is the route 
to making your landscape modelling appear 
convincing.

Static grass has done much for realistic 

landscaping, but like any mechanically applied 
material, can appear too uniform in appearance. 
There are several ways of avoiding the artificial 
appearance and one simple method involves 
mixing different sizes of static grass in the 
applicator and applying them at the same time. 
Another technique is to drift a second layer of 
straw-coloured grass over the first in selected 
areas to vary the height of the grasses. Push some 
over to flatten the grass in one or two areas. Add 
a smattering of ground foam material in places 
to represent weeds, particularly in areas where 
hedging and bushes will be planted. Choose 
darker colours to represent broadleaf weeds and 
wild flowers. Remember: texture and colour is 
important when selecting ‘green’ ground cover 
materials and always choose those advertised as 
colour-fast.

Hardstanding
Not all ground cover consists of vegetation Not all ground cover consists of vegetation 

and not all ground is covered by grasses and not all ground is covered by grasses 
and weeds. Dirt tracks and roads and weeds. Dirt tracks and roads 

together with hardstanding and together with hardstanding and 
areas of bare ground are areas of bare ground are 

just as important just as important 
features to features to 

Experimenting with a 
small diorama allows you 
to make mistakes and try 
new modelling materials 

before applying them to a 
layout where corrections 
may be harder to do. This 
diorama was built to test 

some dirt road ideas and to 
demonstrate basic ground 

cover techniques.

model. On 
the practice 

diorama featured 
in this article, the semi-

abandoned industrial scene 
features areas of hardstanding and 

little used dirt road. 
Areas of bare soil, tracks and dirt roads 

are not easy to create convincingly and some 
modellers go to extraordinary lengths to achieve 
an acceptable result. A simple technique involves 
the use of earth coloured acrylic paint or powder 
paint mixed with water and a quantity of fine 
sand. The use of fast-drying PVA glue is the key 
ingredient, binding the sand together in the road 
surface. It is brushed on and various markings 
can be introduced into it to represent ploughing, 
tyre tracks and other features. Colouring can be 
dark for industrial areas and dark or peaty soils. 
Choose lighter colouring for dry sandy soils and 
dry gravel tracks. Remember that water will make 
gravel, sand and soil appear darker.

Other options include the use of landscaping 
plaster for creating dirt roads and areas of bare 
earth. Woodland Scenics Hydrocal plaster is easily 
dyed with pigments and acrylic paints to achieve 
a good colour before it is applied to the layout. 
Air drying clays are also popular materials for 
making effective dirt tracks and roads, being soft 
enough to introduce tyre tracks and ruts. 
Once hardened, they may be painted and treated »
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MIKE WILD shows how he went about adding lights 
to Bachmann’s ‘OO’ gauge inspection saloon.

CARRIAGE 
LIGHTINGmade simple
Adding interior lights couldn’t be simpler with Train-
made simple
Adding interior lights couldn’t be simpler with Train-
Tech’s easy to install battery powered lighting strips.

made simple
Tech’s easy to install battery powered lighting strips.
MIKE WILD
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MIKE WILD shows how he went about adding lights 

made simple
 shows how he went about adding lights 
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NTERIOR LIGHTS can make a huge difference to a model – 
and especially if you enjoy running trains after dark. However, 
lighting projects tend to be left to those with soldering skills as 
most vehicles will require electrical pick-ups as well as lights.

Thankfully that isn’t the only way to go about adding interior 
lighting. Specialist supplier Train-Tech has produced a range of 

LED lighting strips which require absolutely no soldering at all. They are 
self powered with small circular batteries and can be installed in very little 
time in the majority of current ready-to-run rolling stock.

Train-Tech’s three strip pack for ‘N’ gauge carriages (Cat No. CN200) is 
the source of materials for this quick workbench project to install interior 
lighting in the Bachmann London Midland & Scottish Railway inspection 
saloon. Adding lights is a straightforward process requiring removal of 

the body – a clip fit to the chassis – and careful positioning of two of 
the ‘N’ gauge lighting strips on the underside of the roof. The only other 
modification was to create clearance space in the internal walls to make 
sure the body still fitted comfortably onto the chassis.

The simplicity of Train-Tech’s lighting strips makes them a joy to install 
and they have a self timer feature which turns the lights off if the vehicle 
has been stationary for more than four minutes. Turning the lights 
back on is handled by a motion sensor so once installed, apart from an 
occasional battery change, there is no maintenance required either.

The result is a carriage which looks all the better for the addition of 
interior lights – all this one needs now is a collection of management 
‘passengers’ to complete the picture! n

Lighting brings great 
atmosphere to a model 
railway. With the station 
building lit with Woodland 
Scenics Just-Plug system 
and station lamps by DCC 
Concepts, the newly kitted 
out inspection saloon looks 
at home.

USEFUL LINKS

Bachmann www.bachmann.co.uk
Train-Tech www.train-tech.com

WHAT WE USED

PRODUCT MANUFACTURER CAT NO.
LMS 50ft inspection saloon, BR maroonLMS 50ft inspection saloon, BR maroon Bachmann 39-779
‘N’ gauge carriage lighting kit Train-Tech CN200
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PLEASE TURN FOR  
STEP BY STEP GUIDE

Keeping trains Keeping trains 
movıng
A smooth running railway is an enjoyable model.
movıng
A smooth running railway is an enjoyable model.
movıng

NIGEL BURKIN

movıng
reveals his 

movıng
top tips to get the best performance from ready-to-run locomotives and rolling stock.top tips to get the best performance from ready-to-run locomotives and rolling stock.

When the time comes for a layout 
operating session you want 
everything to run as smoothly 
as possible without derailments, 
stalling or jerky running. Keeping 
the layout in tip-top condition 
requires maintenance and periodic 
checks to see that track, turnouts, 
wiring, controls and locomotives are 
all working satisfactorily.
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HERE IS NOTHING MORE 
frustrating than a poorly 
running layout. Derailments, 
jerky running and stalling on 
points will make any modeller 
ask if the investment in wood, 

track, wiring, control system and scenery – and 
above all, effort - was really worth it. Problems 
inevitably arise because model railways are 
complex animals made of a number of different 
and sometimes incompatible materials.

It does not have to be that way – maintenance 
and making small but effective improvements 
can bring many benefits to a less than reliable 
layout. Here we will look at some of the causes of 
poor performance, how they can be avoided and 
how to maintain a model railway so it runs well.

The design stage
When starting a model railway you have the 
opportunity to design your layout for reliability 
as well as realism. One thing I have learned not 
to do is skimp on quality materials or apply 
small but ultimately meaningless economies. 
Experienced modellers will use dowels on 
portable layouts for accurate baseboard 
alignment every time the layout is assembled. 
They are worth every penny!

The box of recovered telephony wire under 
one of the layouts at the club will not provide 
reliable electrical supply in the long term. Spend 
some of your budget on quality equipment 
wire, no matter if it is a Digital Command Control 
(DCC) or analogue layout. Use 7/0.2mm grade 
for accessories and a heavier grade of wire 
such as 16/0.2mm is perfect for most analogue 
control applications. DCC control will require 
wire capable of carrying up to 5amps for some 
distance without voltage drop, so choose a grade 
as beefy as 24/0.2mm. That way, you will avoid 
voltage drop and wiring faults! 

Timber for baseboards is another key choice 
which can make or break a layout. Heavier 
baseboard design will be more durable, so do 
not hesitate to upgrade from 9mm to 12mm 
plywood for box frames and baseboard tops for 

A great deal of cleaning work to track, structures and scenery can be prevented by using dust sheets 
to cover the layout between running sessions. The best material for protecting the layout from dust 
is the lightweight plastic sheet sold by DIY retailers. It is light enough to avoid damaging delicate 
structures and scenery and will not pull rolling stock off the layout during removal.
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HORNBY MAGAZINE 
YEARBOOK 2016 NO.8

COLLECTORS’ 
EDITION HARDBACK

Hornby Magazine Yearbook No. 8 is brand 
new this autumn. It features the latest layout 
build by the Hornby Magazine team focusing 
on a 1980s period power station.
In this Yearbook we guide you through the 
process of building a model railway showing 
how this layout - West Riding Power - has 
been developed using Bachmann’s new set 
of Scenecraft buildings as the basis. Features 
include landscaping, weathering, detailing, how 
to install digital sound and much more including 
historical features and step by step guides.
Each feature is fully illustrated with detailed 
construction photographs and includes work 
by well known Hornby Magazine contributors 
Tim Shackleton, Paul Chetter and Nigel 
Burkin.
FULL COLOUR • HARDBACK • 128 PAGES 

FEATURES INCLUDE:
• Ground cover techniques.
• Weathering steam locomotives.
• The history of the British 4-6-0.
• Review of the year - 2014-2015.
• Building a power station in 6ft x 4ft.
•  Installing DCC sound and smoke in a          

‘Black Five.’
• Preview to 2016 model releases.
AND MUCH MORE!

This Yearbook is also available 
as a softback bookazine for just £6.99!

Visit website or call to order.

Alternatively, Order Direct

AVAILABLE NOW FROM AND OTHER LEADING NEWSAGENTS
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The internment of the bones of the last
Plantagenet king in Leicester Cathedral
on 26 March 2015 has reignited interest

in King Richard III. Born on 2 October 1452
at Fotheringay Castle in Northamptonshire,
Richard would become the last Yorkist king of
England. His father was Richard Plantagenet,
Duke of York, and his mother Cecily Neville.
His death marked the end of the Wars of the
Roses, one of whose major causes was his
father’s conflict with Henry VI. In 1460 his
father and older brother died at the Battle of
Wakefield, and in 1461 his brother, Edward,
became Edward IV and Richard became the
Duke of Gloucester. The brothers were exiled
in 1470 when Henry VI was briefly restored
to the throne but upon their return to
England in 1471, Richard contributed to the
Yorkist victories at Barnet and Tewkesbury,
which restored Edward to the throne.

Edward died in April 1483 and Richard
was named as Protector of the Realm for
Edward’s son and successor, the 12-year old
Edward V. However, Richard became involved
in a power struggle with Edward’s queen,
Elizabeth Woodville, about the young king,
who was too young to rule, and he managed

to imprison Edward V and his younger
brother, Richard, in the Tower of London –
the two boys were never seen again. An Act of
Parliament declared the nephews illegitimate
and Richard III was crowned in Westminster
Abbey on 6 July 1483.

A rebellion led by the Duke of
Buckingham in October quickly collapsed, but
Buckingham’s defection undermined Richard’s
power and support among the aristocracy and
gentry. In August 1485, Henry Tudor, Earl of
Richmond and a Lancastrian claimant to the
throne, landed in South Wales and engaged
Richard in battle on Bosworth Field on
22 August. Although Richard possessed
superior numbers, some of his key lieutenants
defected. Refusing to flee the battlefield,
Richard was killed in battle and Henry Tudor
took the throne as Henry VII. To help
legitimise the Tudor dynasty, historians and
playwrights, including William Shakespeare,
demonised Richard III to such an extent that
the stigma still remains 530 years after his
death.

The introduction of the Collett ‘King’, or
‘Super-Castle’, class 4-6-0s in June 1927 was
the final development of the Churchward
four-cylinder 4-6-0, and it allowed the Great
Western Railway to wrest back from the
Southern Railway the distinction of having
the most powerful locomotive in Great Britain
by virtue of tractive effort. The design work of
the ‘Kings’ was overseen by chief draughtsman

Richard III was the last of a long line

of Plantagenet kings and the last to

be killed in battle on English soil.

Vilified by the Tudor monarchs, the

‘King’ class locomotive that carried

his name had not only a longer life

but also a less controversial one, as

Roger Haigh explains.

No 6015 King Richard III leaves Leamington Spa with the up ‘Inter-City’ express on Friday, 9 June

1961. Routed between Wolverhampton (Low Level) and London (Paddington), this titled train was

introduced on 25 September 1950 and it would make its last run on 11 June 1965. Running on

weekdays-only, a 9am departure from Paddington was due at Wolverhampton (Low Level) at

11.40am, after calling at High Wycombe at 9.35am and Birmingham (Snow Hill) at 11.13am. The

return working departed Wolverhampton at 4.35pm, Snow Hill at 5pm, Leamington Spa at 5.28pm,

and High Wycombe at 6.40pm, with an on-time arrival at Paddington due at 7.15pm.  R.J. Blenkinsop

Locomotive names and their origins: 

No 6015 King Richard III

F.W. Hawksworth and with a mathematical
tractive effort of 40,300lbs, 6,800lbs more than
the SR’s ‘Lord Nelson’ class 4-6-0s, Sir Felix
Pole, the General Manager of the GWR, was
able not only to meet future traffic demands
but also deliver to his publicity department
the opportunity of eclipsing motive power
developments on the Southern, LMS and
LNER.

In order to obtain a tractive effort of over
40,000lbs, the Churchward standard 6ft 8½in
coupled wheels were reduced to 6ft 6in, while
the cylinder size was increased to 16¼in x
28in with 9in piston valves and allied to a
boiler pressed to 250psi. The Standard No 12
boiler had a barrel 16ft long and a taper from
5ft 6¼in to 6ft; it was allied to a firebox with a
grate area of 43.3sq ft. The boiler carried
313sq ft of superheating in two rows of eight.
In order to clear the inside cylinders, a unique
inside bearing/outside bearing front bogie was
designed, which was fitted with 3ft diameter
wheels. With a maximum axle loading of
22½ tons, the engine weighed 89 tons, and the
4,000 gallon capacity tender was 46 tons
14cwt. This put the class into the double red
classification, which initially restricted the
‘Kings’ to the main lines between London
(Paddington) and Wolverhampton, Bristol,
and the West of England. However, later in
their careers they were allowed as far north as
Shrewsbury and through the Severn Tunnel to
Cardiff.
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Pictured at its home shed of Old Oak Common

in 1928, No 6015 King Richard III is in original

condition, as built with a lamp iron on the top

of the smokebox. The lining on the front buffer

beam, cylinders, boiler, firebox and cab front

can be made out in this view. The front bogie is

also lined out, while the sand pipes to the

leading and rear coupled wheelsets are visible.

The original straight design of the water feed

pipes to the clack valves are also apparent as

they descend vertically to be hidden under the

running plate, while the valve for the steam

lance protrudes from the rim of the smokebox.

GW Trust

The 2pm up Irish boat train approaches High Wycombe in the charge of King Richard III during the summer of 1928. Owing to the severe route

restrictions imposed on the ‘Kings’ it is probable that No 6015 will have come on at Wolverhampton (Low Level) or Birmingham (Snow Hill). As can

be seen, the turn out of the class at this time was exemplary, as befitted the flagship locomotives of the GWR. Despite the limited number of routes

over which the class could be used, by the time King Richard III entered Swindon Works for its first heavy repair no less than 93,308 miles had been

run.  F.R. Hebron/Rail Archive Stephenson

No 6015 was completed in June 1928 as
part of Lot 243 at a cost of £6,383, and it was
turned out in mid-chrome passenger livery
with the ‘GREAT-crest-WESTERN’ legend on
the tender. As with all the class, when new the
wheel rims were burnished, along with the
cylinder and valve covers and buffers, in
addition to the polished brass and copper
work. Once run-in, King Richard III was
allocated to Old Oak Common shed, where it
remained until transferred to Wolverhampton
(Stafford Road) shed on 4 June 1962, just
three months before being withdrawn. Apart
from No 6009 King Charles II, which was the
only member of the class to spend its entire
working life at one shed (Old Oak Common),
No 6015 was almost a one-shed locomotive.

In GWR days No 6015 was used on the
principal expresses between London and
Plymouth, including the ‘Cornish Riviera
Express’, which after 1935 was usually made
up of the sumptuous ‘Centenary’ stock
introduced to mark the company’s centenary.
In 1930 the typical load for the train was 14
coaches from Paddington to Westbury, some
525 tons behind the tender, 12 coaches to
Taunton (450 tons), ten to Exeter (380 tons),
and seven to Plymouth (270 tons). 

The road to Birmingham was no sinecure,
the 2.10pm ex-Paddington left with 16

coaches, some 490 tons. Two were dropped at
Banbury, reducing the load to 435 tons, and
one at Leamington, which left 400 tons to be
taken on to Birmingham (Snow Hill). A
lighter proposition after September 1935 was
the ‘Bristolian’, which loaded to 230 tons, but
it was timed to run at an average speed of
67mph.

Owing to their restricted route availability,
the ‘Kings’ were only used on top link work
and consequently they ran high mileages.
No 6015’s first heavy repair at Swindon Works
came in January 1930, just 18 months after
entering traffic, its recorded mileage being
93,308. It received another four such
shoppings before the outbreak of World
War II in September 1939, and one in August
1943 when it was credited with having run
961,252 miles. Between May 1937 and this
repair No 6015 underwent four intermediate
overhauls. 

When repainted after its August 1934
heavy repair, the tender was given the GWR’s
new art deco shirt button roundel. In
February 1938, along with No 6004 King
George III, No 6015 became the first of the
class to steam through the Severn Tunnel
when between the 5th and 16th of the month
they undertook clearance tests on the two
intermediate Sundays and worked through to

Newport and Ebbw Vale top-and-tailing a
1,350 ton coal train as part of trials to evaluate
the Collett 2-10-2T being schemed out in the
Swindon Works drawing office.

In August 1943 King Richard III was
repainted into wartime livery, plain mid-
chrome green with the tender carrying the
company’s coat of arms flanked by ‘G’ and ‘W’.
Earlier in the war the side windows were
taken out of the cab and plated over to reduce
the glare from the firebox during the blackout.

When sent to Swindon Works in May
1945 for repairs, which included replacing the
cab side windows, No 6015 was recorded as
having run 1,049,255 miles. The post-war
Hawksworth livery for the ‘Kings’ was in
effect a lined-out version of the wartime
austerity scheme. After its first intermediate
repair under British Railways, in February
1948, No 6015 was repainted in lined mid-
chrome green but with the legend ‘BRITISH
RAILWAYS’ on the tender in GWR-style
Egyptian serif-style lettering. This lasted until
October 1949, when it went into blue, lined-
out in black and white.

Although he had left the GWR in 1929,
the driving force behind the design of the
‘Kings’, Sir Felix Pole, still kept abreast of
developments on the ‘Old company’. By 1945
he had gone blind and when the ‘Kings’ were
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Apart from now carrying the shirt button

GWR roundel on its tender, No 6015 is still

very much in as-built condition after eight

years in traffic, three heavy and one general

repairs at Swindon Works and amassing almost

500,000 miles in traffic – the burnished valve

and piston covers are still retained, as are the

polished coupled wheel rims. Pictured in 1936

on the up ‘Cornish Riviera Express’ near

Westbury, the composition of the train is

notable for the use of the newly-introduced

Centenary stock with its distinctive inset doors.  

No 6015 approaches Slough with a down

express on 17 July 1937. Released from Swindon

Works after a general overhaul at the

beginning of July 1937, it is little wonder that

the locomotive is still in ex-works condition.

Now carrying its fifth boiler and credited with

over half a million miles in traffic, No 6015 now

has the top lamp bracket mounted on the

smokebox door, but to all intents and purposes

it is little changed since being first released to

traffic in June 1928.

J.P. Wilson/Rail Archive Stephenson

After its intermediate repair and repaint at

Swindon Works at the beginning of 1948,

No 6015 was turned out in what amounted to

GWR livery but with ‘BRITISH RAILWAYS’ on

the tender in Egyptian serif lettering and with

the number on the front buffer beam in GWR

style. Seen carrying this attractive livery, King
Richard III recovers from a signal check as it

passes Princes Risborough with the 11.35am

Birkenhead (Woodside) to London

(Paddington) express in June 1948.

Hugh Harman/Rail Archive Stephenson
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On Sunday, 17 June 1951, just three days after

emerging from Swindon factory after a heavy

general repair, No 6015 stands outside Swindon

running shed having been repainted for a second

time into British Railways passenger blue livery,

lined out in white and black. This livery was quite

attractive when newly applied but in service it

was difficult to stop the paintwork tarnishing

and, as with the garter blue applied to the

Gresley ‘A4’ Pacifics, the finish showed up

shortcomings in the cleaning of the locomotive.

In October 1952 King Richard III would revert to

green livery. D.K. Jones Collection

repainted into blue he is reported as saying
that one of the few benefits of his condition
was that he would never see a blue ‘King’.

In March 1948 No 6022 King Edward III
was fitted with a ‘WB’ boiler, which was
notable for the use of a four-row superheater,
and eventually all 30 of the class were
similarly treated. No 6015 was modified in
October 1952 when the newly-constructed
‘WB’ boiler No 8603 was fitted. This overhaul
saw the blue livery carried for the previous
three years replaced by British Railways dark
green lined out in orange and black, while the
tender carried the ‘cycling lion’ totem. By this
date No 6015 also had been equipped with
mechanical lubricators, which fed the
cylinders, valves and regulator. The smokebox
still carried its original draughting and it was
not until a heavy intermediate shopping
between 16 December 1953 and 19 February
1954 that the draughting was altered, the
modification featuring a narrower chimney
liner and smaller diameter blastpipe. 

After test runs with No 6003 King
George IV, a locomotive randomly taken out
of Old Oak Common’s top link without any
special preparation, the timings of
‘The Bristolian’ were accelerated to 105
minutes and the improved ‘Kings’ were
earmarked to work the train from June 1954.
O.S. Nock’s first experience of the new service
was with King Richard III, which worked the
up train from Bristol (Temple Meads) to

London (Paddington) in 96 minutes 12
seconds start-to-stop, arriving in London nine
minutes early.

Despite the high-superheat boilers and
modifications to the single-chimney
draughting, the steaming of the ‘Kings’ could
still be somewhat erratic, depending heavily
on the quality of the coal supplied. During a
lengthy visit to Swindon Works in 1955, after
it had run 1,519,261 miles, King Richard III
was experimentally fitted with a double-
chimney and blastpipe and it was ready for
steaming trials on 11 September 1955. The
fabricated chimney did little to enhance the
appearance of the front end, but its effect on
performance was a revelation, despite
stopping short of the putative 1939 scheme to
rebuild the ‘Kings’ with Kylchap double
exhaust and chimneys, streamlined steam
passages, larger steam chests for the outside
cylinders and better proportioned ports.
World War II put pay to any such rebuilding
and if the war had been averted it is not
certain that Collett would have authorised
such a radical rebuild.

When put to work on the ‘Cornish Riviera
Express’ on 26 September 1955, No 6015

achieved the highest yet recorded speed for a
‘King’ – 103mph; the single-chimney engines
usually managed 85mph. The engine was also
much stronger on the banks, thanks to reduced
back-pressure. Of equal significance was the
lower water and coal consumption. Feeling that
No 6015 had not been unduly pressed, on
another run with the same train an
authenticated 107mph was recorded. Such was
the improvement in No 6015 that by March
1958 all the class had been similarly rebuilt, but
from November 1956 the fabricated chimney
was replaced by a more elegant cast iron
version. By this date all the class had also been
fitted with new front frames, as the old frames
had proved unable to withstand the addition
stresses caused by the greater power output.

O.S. Nock later rode on the footplate of
No 6015 King Richard III when it was in
charge of a down ‘Cornish Riviera Express’
working – the load was 11 coaches, 390 tons,
from Paddington to Westbury, and ten,
250 tons, on to Plymouth. With three
permanent way slacks and fog in the
Westbury area, which led to a delay of 12
minutes, arrival at Plymouth was on time, the
225.6 miles having taken four hours. Mr Nock

Newly fitted with a fabricated double-chimney and twin blastpipes, King Richard III sees the light of day on Sunday, 11 September 1955 as an

unidentified ‘4575’ class 2-6-2T hauls it out of the shed at Swindon.The large superheater cover denotes the carrying of a ‘WB’ boiler, while the

revised square inside cylinder valve cover, with its distinctive step, indicates that new front end frames and inside cylinders have been fitted. Below the

‘81A’ shed plate is a self-cleaning plate to remind shed labourers that the smokebox is fitted with modified screens.  R.J. Blenkinsop
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With the first form of double-chimney, the fabricated steel variant, No 6015 heads an up express – No 470: 4.15pm (Saturdays excepted) Bristol to Paddington

via Bath – near St. Anne’s Park on the outskirts of Bristol on Tuesday, 20 September 1955. The authorities at Swindon disliked the austere fabricated chimney

and so a more curvaceous, tapered cast version was designed, which was fitted to all 30 ‘Kings’ from 1956 onwards. R.C. Riley/Transport Treasury

The up ‘Cornish Riviera Limited’ runs through Newton Abbot on Wednesday, 18 July 1956 in the charge of No 6015. By this date King Richard III had

gained British Railways buffers with parallel shanks, which were more robust than the tapered GWR design. Carrying both the later form of

headboard and the correct train reporting number, there is no doubting the importance of this prestige working, which warranted the diagramming

of an ‘8P’ 4-6-0.  R.C. Riley/Transport Treasury

commented that No 6015 was a very strong,
free-steaming engine that was never fully
extended.

In 1956 Swindon also ordered eight sets of
roller bearings for the coupled axle boxes of
some of the ‘Kings’. Delivered in 1957/58,
these were never fitted, probably because their
use would have required new frames and the
probability of fitting outside valve gear similar

to the arrangement used by Stanier on the
‘Princess Coronation’ class Pacifics. The
original inside valve gear with derived drive
for the outside piston valves effectively filled
the frames, making the fitting of plain
bearings a tight squeeze, let along Timken
roller bearings.

Early in 1956 a number of ‘Kings’ suffered
from fractured bogie frames and eventually all

the class were stopped to allow repairs and
strengthening to take place. No 6015 was
stopped in February at Wolverhampton’s
Stafford Road shed for its bogie to be
examined and modified. By this date the
official weight of No 6015 was something of a
fiction as with ‘WB’ boilers, new front frames,
new cylinders, strengthened bogies, and
redesigned outside steampipes to make them
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Having been given what turned out to be its last heavy general overhaul in January 1960, no 6015 returned to Old Oak common and was

immediately put to work on the shed’s hardest ‘Kings’ turns. On 27 August 1960 King Richard III works the heavy up ‘cambrian coast express’, which

includes six ex-LMs coaches at its head – it passes Royal Oak station as it nears journey’s end. Despite having a significant load, the tender is still well

stocked with coal, a testimony to the economy of the ‘Kings’ in their final form.  R.C. Riley/Transport Treasury

During its brief spell at Wolverhampton (stafford Road) shed in 1962, and minus a shedplate,

no 6015 King Richard III is seen outside the depot’s lifting shop in company with a ‘castle’, a ‘2MT’

2-6-0 and ‘5101’ class 2-6-2T no 5184. In its final form, the four-row superheated boiler being

recognisable by the sizeable cover on the smokebox, the mechanical lubricator on the running

plate and post-1957 heraldic device on the tender, King Richard III would be withdrawn in

september 1962 with almost two million miles to its credit.  Transport Treasury

more flexible and less prone to breaking, the
engine now tipped the scales at 95 tons 18cwt,
6 tons 18cwt more than the original.

The next livery change occurred in March
1958, when the tender for King Richard III
was adorned with the new British Railway
heraldic device. No 6015’s last heavy general
repair at Swindon Works was in January 1960,
by which time the ‘Warship’ diesel-hydraulics
were making serious inroads into the work of
the ‘King’ class on the West of England
expresses. As this happened the class were
permitted to work through to Cardiff and
Shrewsbury, where their power and speed was

Road at this time is open to conjecture, as
many of the class were in store at the time.
During its working life of 34 years No 6015
had run with ten different low-superheat
boilers and four-high superheat ‘WB’ boilers,
together with no less than 26 different
tenders. On 5 April 1963 it was sold to Cox &
Danks of Langley Green for cutting up.

put to good effect on trains such as ‘The Red
Dragon’, ‘Cambrian Coast Express’,
‘Mayflower’ and ‘Capitals United Express’.

The advent of the ‘Western’ diesel-
hydraulics on the London to Birmingham and
Wolverhampton expresses effectively sealed
the fate of the ‘Kings’ as their double red
weight restriction precluded them from being
used elsewhere. Transferred to
Wolverhampton (Stafford Road) in June 1962,
King Richard III was withdrawn from service
at the beginning of September 1962 having
run an estimated 1,901,585 miles. However,
how much work was done out of Stafford RefeRences

The GWR Stars, Castles & Kings: Part 1 and 2 –
O.S. Nock – David & Charles, 1967

Peto’s Register of Great Western Locomotives
Volume 1: King 4-6-0s – Irwell Press, 1995

Locomotives of the GWR Part 8: Modern
Passenger Classes – RCTS, 1960
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The Highland Railway was formed on
29 June 1865 by amalgamation of the
Inverness & Aberdeen Junction Railway

(I&AJR) and the Inverness & Perth Junction
Railway (I&PJR), the latter having already
absorbed the Perth & Dunkeld Railway
(P&DR). The inherited lines ran from Stanley
Junction to Dunkeld (1856), Inverness to
Keith (1858) and Inverness to Dunkeld
(1863), while later schemes to the north of
Inverness would see Highland Railway trains
reach Strome Ferry (1870), Wick and Thurso
(1874) and Kyle of Lochalsh (1897).

Ultimately, most of the company’s 506
route miles of railway crossed a wild, desolate
and sparsely-populated region. However, the
Highland Railway succeeded in working its
railway traffic in the face of these difficult
geographical conditions, overcoming the
crossing of mountain barriers and the need
for some severe gradients. The company also
had to deal with hostile climatic conditions,
particularly in winter, over sections of its
lines, over 90 per cent of which were single-
track. Remarkably, in spite of the challenges
that faced the early engineers, only three
tunnels were required throughout the whole
railway system. 

Before considering the railways between
Perth and Inverness, linking the so-called
‘Gateway to the Highlands’ with the ‘Capital
of the Highlands’ as the integral feeder main
line to and from the rest of the Highland
Railway system, we must first look at a
character at the heart of both the I&AJR and
I&PJR schemes, and then Highland Railway
developments. Joseph Mitchell (1803-83) was
a surveyor, engineer and builder worthy of
being ranked alongside General Gordon
Wade, the military road builder following the
Jacobite rebellion of 1715, and also civil
engineer Thomas Telford, who constructed
920 miles of road and built 1,200 bridges.
These legendary figures played a vital role in
the annals of Scottish transport history. 

Born in Forres as the son of John Mitchell,
a stone mason on the Caledonian Canal who
went on to be appointed as Thomas Telford’s
Chief Inspector and Superintendent of
Highlands Roads & Bridges, Joseph Mitchell
took on the same role at just 21-years of age,

Highland Railway viaducts and bridges

after his father’s death in 1824. He was also
the builder of 30 churches and was engineer
to the Scottish Fisheries Board, for whom he
led the construction of 16 harbours, before
becoming involved with railway surveying
and construction. His early projects included
the building of the 15-mile line of the
Inverness & Nairn Railway (opened in
November 1855), and surveys for the
Inverness & Aberdeen Junction Railway and
Inverness & Ross-shire Railway, independent
companies that would all become part of the
Highland Railway. Mitchell and his successor,
Murdoch Patterson, were ultimately
responsible for the surveying, engineering and
construction of virtually the entire Highland
Railway infrastructure, including viaducts and
bridges. 

Although today we now regard the
Highland main line as the route from Perth
via Slochd summit to Inverness, this was not
initially the case as the first trains from
Inverness to Perth would use the former
Inverness & Nairn main line (absorbed by the
Inverness & Aberdeen Junction Railway in
May 1861) and then part of the I&AJR as far
as Forres (a section of line opened on
22 December 1857), before heading south.
The Inverness & Perth Junction Railway was
created to build the route from Forres through

to Dunkeld, where the metals of the absorbed
Perth & Dunkeld Railway were met for the
run to Stanley Junction. There the line from
Aberdeen and Forfar – a Scottish North
Eastern Railway route (but previously Scottish
Midland Junction Railway, and then
Caledonian Railway owned from 1866)
allowed access into Perth, seven miles to the
south.

Having taken into account the best
suitable ground for the I&PJR line’s
construction, the easiest gradients available
and the lowest building costs using primitive
plant and inexperienced local labour, the
scheme over Dava moor and through
Drumochter pass was completed in less than
two years, without the benefit of modern
surveying techniques – the construction of
the Highland Railway main line through to
Stanley Junction involved the building of eight
viaducts, 126 bridges over water, and 119
bridges for roads or tracks.

Joseph Mitchell is recognised through
history for his finally adopted 144-mile route
of 1860-63 between Perth and Inverness, over
the Grampian mountains, but he was
previously involved in abortive proposals of
1845 to link Perth and Inverness, which failed
to receive Parliamentary approval. A member
of the Institution of Structural Engineers and

With the signal box of Blair Atholl station in the left-hand background, Stanier ‘Black Five’ class

4-6-0 No 45157 The Glasgow Highlander crosses the I&PJR’s grandiose River Tilt viaduct as it leaves

Blair Atholl with an up slow service on 9 April 1957. Seen carrying a 65B shedplate for St. Rollox,

the four named ‘Black Fives’ were all based at this ex-Caledonian Railway shed in Glasgow during

the opening months of 1957. Lanarkshire Yeomanry and Ayrshire Yeomany were soon transferred

away but The Glasgow Highlander and Glasgow Yeomanry remained long term. No 45157 would be

withdrawn from St. Rollox shed in December 1962. D.M.C. Hepburne-Scott/Rail Archive Stephenson

David Anderson and

Andrew Kennedy describe the

viaducts and bridges between Stanley

Junction and Inverness, via both the

original route through Dava and along

the Inverness & Aviemore Direct line,

these being mainly attributed to the

design and engineering skills of Joseph

Mitchell and his successor Murdoch

Patterson.

Perth to Inverness
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A Railway Clearing House map from 1960 shows not only the two Perth to Inverness main lines,

via Dava and Forres from August 1863, and the direct cut-off from Aviemore and over Slochd

summit from November 1898, but also the position of the significant rivers and mountains that

dictated the paths of these routes. Oakwood Visuals Collection

a fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh,
Joseph Mitchell suffered a stroke in 1862, and
in the same year he took his assistants,
William and Murdoch Patterson, into
partnership, the firm being renamed Joseph
Mitchell & Company. The first trains linked
Inverness and Perth on 9 September 1863 and
officially Mitchell remained as the Engineer of
the Inverness & Aberdeen Junction Railway
until the end of 1863.

It should also be mentioned that amongst
his many railway achievements Joseph Mitchell
designed the 21-road Inverness locomotive
depot, built to house 20 locomotives around a
45ft diameter turntable – long enough to
handle the Allan-designed 2-2-2s and 2-4-0s.
The actual building, with its ‘Marble Arch’
concealing a water tower, was completed in
1863 and later extended in 1875, the work
being carried out by John Hendrie of Inverness,
whilst Butler & Company of Leeds supplied the
iron roof at a total cost of £6,096, with an
additional £320 for the turntable. Mitchell was
also involved with the design of the platform
roofs at Inverness railway station, and was the
chief architect responsible for the city’s Station
Hotel.

In 1867 Mitchell retired from his
engineering practice, but unfortunately
outstanding payments for his past work
remained a subject of dispute with the Board
of the Highland Railway. He recorded much
interesting detail of his life and work in a
book entitled Reminiscences of my life in the
Highlands. Notably, Mitchell’s family
continued its engineering traditions when his
grandson Reginald Mitchell became
responsible for the design and production of
the famous World War II Spitfire fighter
aircraft of the mid-1930s.

Viaducts and bridges
Today, over 150 years after they were built, the
viaducts and bridges of the first Highland
main line, designed to blend in with the
surrounding landscape and also to withstand
the rigours of floods and snowfall, still stand
as lasting memorials to Joseph Mitchell’s skill
and ingenuity. 

Basically, Mitchell’s bridges were designed
and built in two varieties, namely arched
viaducts constructed of grey gneiss stone with
light grey freestone ornamentation, and
secondly, wrought-iron lattice girder
structures. Often elaborate detail would be
added to stonework to blend into the
surrounding scenic countryside and also
placate and gain support from major
landowners, such as the Duke of Atholl, into
whose estates the railway intruded. Through
his engineering skills, Mitchell never built a
big bridge when he could build a smaller one
by careful alignment of the route – the
Highland Railway owed the low cost of its line
to Mitchell’s ingenuity, the average cost of
construction per mile between Stanley
Junction and Forres being £8,860, the overall
cost being calculated as £919,204.

Travelling north, the foothills of the
Grampian mountains are first encountered
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A 1912 view looking away from Dunkeld,

records the close proximity of the castellated

River Braan viaduct and Hermitage tunnel

about 1¼ miles to the Pitlochry side of

Dunkeld & Birnam station. Today the three-arch

bridge is usually referred to as Inver viaduct,

with the neighbouring tunnel known as Inver

tunnel. R.M. Casserley Collection

The Tay viaduct at Dalguise is seen when new, looking from the north side of the river, the nearest girder span being the shorter of the two, 141ft

rather than 209ft. The south-flowing River Tay changes its direction behind the photographer to turn south-east at this point, necessitating the railway

viaduct and making this area vulnerable to flooding. R.M. Casserley Collection

beyond Dunkeld & Birnam station, our first
introduction to the bridgework of the
Highland Railway (I&PJR) main line being
16 miles 50 chains after departure from Perth.
Here the line crosses the River Braan on a
moderate-sized but graceful three-arch stone-
built viaduct with castellations, the central
section being 75ft wide; the contractor was
Gowans & McKay. Taking its name from a
nearby village, the Inver viaduct is end-on to
the 350 yard Inver tunnel, the longest of the
Highland Railway’s three tunnels, at a point
where the river rushes through a well-wooded
gorge. Just to the east of this location the
Braan meets the River Tay, which flows south
towards Perth and Dundee, having run
alongside the Highland main line south from
the Ballinluig area, the main line north of
Ballinluig next tracking the River Tummel.

Between the stations at Dalguise and Guay,
at six miles to the north of Dunkeld, the River
Tay is crossed at 20 miles 48 chains from
Perth, by means of a wrought-iron close-lattice
bridge – the Dalguise viaduct. Incorporating
pairs of stone piers, these are carried upward
as turrets with crenellated tops, while the
girder trusses are 209ft and 141ft. The Tay is
wide at this point and liable to flood, the
bridge being completed at a cost of £20,395,
with the contractors again being Gowans &
McKay. Now listed as a Grade A building, the
Dalguise viaduct is one of the most impressive
and attractive of Mitchell’s structures on the
Perth to Inverness line, and it is similar to the
Aberfeldy branch bridge over the River
Tummel, our next structure of note.

A little less than three miles further north,
Ballinluig boasted a station from 1 June 1863,
and it became a junction upon the opening of
the Aberfeldy branch on 3 July 1865, just a

few days after the I&PJR became part of the
newly-created Highland Railway. Aberfeldy is
a picturesque market town on the River Tay,
to the west of Ballinluig and a little to the east
of Loch Tay. Within sight of the main line at
Ballinluig Junction, a two-span girder bridge
carried the 8¼ mile Aberfeldy branch line
over the River Tummel, each span being 122ft
long. Much admired at the time of its
construction – by Macdonald & Grieve and
the Fairbairn Engineering Co – the lattice
girder structure, flanked by stone-built
baronial turrets and battlements, featured in
engravings published in the Illustrated London
News in September 1865.

The Aberfeldy branch boasted no less
than 23 bridges, four of which were reached
in quick succession upon leaving Ballinluig
Junction – the River Tummel crossing was
Bridge 1, Bridge 2 passed over the mill-lade
for the Mill of Logielait, Bridge 3 crossed the
track to the mill, and Bridge 4 crossed the
broad River Tay. The latter structure was only
about ½ mile to the west of the Tummel
bridge. Sometimes known as the Tay viaduct,
its wrought iron sections are riveted together,

the spans to central pillars in the river each
being 137ft in length. In addition, smaller
spans are over the banks of the river, and
another at the western end crosses a small
road to an ancient ferry landing point. The
decorative towers are of cast iron from the
Lion Foundry in Inverness, this metalwork
being brought in by rail and then assembled
on site. The four lattice girders were each
calculated as 102 tons, and 88 tons was
designated as the weight limit for the
structure. 

This former Highland Railway branch line
closed from 3 May 1965, just short of its
centenary, but the future of this river crossing
was guaranteed in 1967 when it was secured
by the Kinnaird Estate, which allowed its use
by the general public, recognising its potential
as a road across the Tay, linking the
communities of Ballinluig, Logierait and
Strathtay on the north bank, with Grandtully,
Balnaguard and Dalguise on the south side.
The course of the Tay runs due east from
Loch Tay before turning south near Logierait.
Previously, a road bridge about three miles to
the west, near Grandtully, had to suffice.
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A pre-Grouping scene finds the Aberfeldy branch train at Ballinluig, the junction station for the Inverness to Perth main line, while road and rail

bridges in the foreground cross the River Tummel to both serve Aberfeldy, the 351ft long railway viaduct being the more southerly of these structures.

Serving from July 1865 through to May 1965, the provision of baronial styled stonework to complement the lattice girders of this Aberfeldy branch

bridge saw it gain Category B listed status in later life. However, both the bridges in this view have since been swept aside as part of road

improvements where the A827 from Aberfeldy reached the A9 trunk road. The A827 has now taken the course of the branch line at this point, a new

concrete viaduct being built. The loss of the listed River Tummel railway viaduct resulted in the nearby River Tay viaduct at Logierait, about ½ mile

further along the erstwhile Aberfeldy branch, being upgraded to Category 1 listed status by the Secretary of State for Scotland.

Lens of Sutton Collection

Viewed from the eastern bank of the Tummel, ex-Caledonian Railway McIntosh ‘879’ class 0-4-4T No 55144 crosses the river on its final approach into

Ballinluig station with a train from Aberfeldy. Completed in March 1900 at St. Rollox Works as CR No 886, it would serve until July 1952, this view

recording the ‘2P’ circa 1951. Post-Grouping, ex-CR designs found favour over those of both the Highland and Glasgow & South Western railways,

which saw their use spread across the LMS system in Scotland, while nationalisation even allowed them to reach former LNER sheds. Joseph Mitchell

designed two 122ft girder spans to cross the river at this location, these being linked to 35ft spans at each river bank, for protection in times of

flooding. The cylindrical cast iron piers of this lattice girder bridge are 8ft diameter and are weighed down with masonry rubble and Portland cement.

W.J. Verden Anderson/Rail Archive Stephenson

Unfortunately, by 1991 the condition of
the bridge saw the estate attempt its closure.
However, an initiative by local residents led to
the creation of the Logierait Bridge Company
and the Kinnaird Estate fully supported this,
giving the bridge and its approach roads to
the company and matching the £2,500 the
company had already raised for essential
repairs. Now the bridge is the only
community-owned former railway bridge in
Scotland, and it also forms part of Route 7 of

the National Cycle Network, which has led to
a grant from the Millennium Commission via
Sustrans. 

Returning to our main line story at
Ballinluig Junction, the railway stays to the
east side of the River Tummel through
Pitlochry (28 miles 21 chains from Perth), the
river heading south from Loch Tummel, a
little to the north-west of Pitlochry, as we
continue north to join the eastern bank of the
River Garry. Here the Inverness & Perth

Junction Railway’s main line had to be carried
over the narrow and deep Girnaig ravine by
means of the famous 508ft long and 54ft high
Killiecrankie viaduct. This impressive
structure comprised ten 35ft wide, grey stone
segmental arches on a 20-chain radius curve,
the northbound crossing of this being
immediately followed by entry into the
240 yard Killiecrankie tunnel, which takes the
line through to Killiecrankie station (closed in
May 1965), 32½ miles north of Perth.
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With the houses of Port of Logierait in the foreground, and Logierait as a backdrop on the eastern side of the Tay, this 1952 view of the Aberfeldy

branch bridge over the river is taken looking north; the Tay is joined by the Tummel just to the south of this location. Despite the closure of the

branch in 1965, this open lattice girder bridge survives as a community-owned structure. Initially saved to link communities that were physically close

but linked by a long and indirect road system, the Logierait viaduct is now also used by countless cyclists as part of Route 7 of the National Cycle

Network. Hamish Stevenson Collection

A 15 May 1928 view from the edge of the River Garry records KIlliecrankie viaduct, which was built to cross the Allt Girnaig just before it enters the

Garry. Joseph Mitchell used both stone and brick to create this splendid ten-arch curved viaduct, and its grandeur befits the legend that gave rise to

the Soldier’s Leap name of this beauty spot – thousands of tourists who have visited this gorge will have sent home a postcard view looking south

from the hill above the tunnel, with the viaduct key to the scene. The signal on the viaduct protects Killiecrankie station, which is just beyond

Killiecrankie tunnel. H.C. Casserley

The line through the Pass of Killiecrankie
gave Joseph Mitchell ample scope to show his
artistry and skill as a civil engineer. Even in
the 1860s this was a renowned and well-
visited beauty spot, and with the rapid
mellowing of the stonework and the growth of
trees along the river bank the graceful viaduct

soon blended into the surrounding landscape.
The cost of the stone-built viaduct was only
£5,730, a fraction of the amount had it been
constructed using wrought iron, with the
contractor being Alex Wilson. A listed
structure since October 1971, the viaduct is
roughly coursed, squared and snecked bull-

faced rubble with raised ashlar voussoirs
(finely dressed wedge shaped stones)
punctuated with brick infill and brick lined
arches. Additional features are corbel courses,
saddleback-coped parapets, crenellated
turrets, and gunloop openings. A small,
carved head on the structure is believed to be
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Around lunchtime on 29 July 1931 a heavy northbound passenger train crosses Killiecrankie viaduct, the three leading vehicles being clerestory-

roofed. Viewed from high above the tunnel’s southern portal, LMS ‘Crab’ class 2-6-0 No 13105 pilots ex-Highland Railway ‘River’ class 4-6-0 No 14757

(ordered as HR No 71 River Spey). The HR Locomotive, Carriage & Wagon Superintendent Frederick Smith did not submit his ‘River’ plans to his Civil

Engineer, Alexander Newlands, before ordering six engines from Hawthorn, Leslie & Co, and after trials with No 70 River Ness, in 1915, the class were

deemed too heavy for the Highland main line – No 71 was in HR green livery and was on the brink of delivery at this time – so all six were sold to the

Caledonian Railway, with the last of the class delivered straight to the CR in the December. Smith and Newlands had already clashed over the length

of a turntable at Inverness, and the ‘River’ debacle saw Smith’s short reign end with resignation in 1915. The ‘River’ class went on to prove themselves

as modern and efficient machines. River Spey became the un-named CR No 939 and, as seen, it duly returned to Highland metals once the LMS

strengthened some structures, serving until December 1936. H.C. Casserley

The River Tilt viaduct at Blair Atholl, viewed

from its east (Perth) end on 19 March 1949,

with the confluence of the Tilt and River Garry

some distance to the photographer’s left. The

signal in view protects the down approach to

the level crossing at this end of Blair Atholl

station. Ornate to the extreme for a bridge

spanning just 150ft, it is said that the Duchess

of Atholl was keener on the coming of the

railway than her husband, and Joseph Mitchell’s

grandiose designs for railway bridges across

their estate was for amelioration. Opened on

9 September 1863, modern trains now emerge

from the same castellated portals, and although

the scene is largely unchanged, over 150 years

of use has resulted in the need for some

additional steel bracing to the lattice-truss iron

span. J.L. Stevenson

a memorial to a workman killed during the
viaduct’s construction.

The gorge at this location is known as the
Soldier’s Leap, where it is believed that, in 1689,
one of Mackay’s defeated Covenanter soldiers
saved himself from the fury of the victorious
Jacobites by jumping across the river torrent to
a rock on its left bank. Today, this is a popular
stopping place for tourist coaches.

The crossing of the River Tilt (34 miles
72 chains from Perth), just east of Blair Atholl
station, provided different problems for
Mitchell as the river bank was low and the
railway approaches lay above the level ground;
the River Tilt flows into the River Garry just
to the south-east of Blair Atholl. Here the

single-track line crosses the Tilt on a single
150ft long wrought iron span, which is
trussed with riveted and bolted diamond
lattice-work. This viaduct had to be built to a
more ornate design than was necessary
because of its proximity to Blair Castle, the
home of the 6th Duke of Atholl.
Extravagances such as stone abutments at
each end, topped by arches and castellation,
resulted in a cost of £6,500. The structure is
255ft in length and 40ft high and was built by
contractor Alex Wilson, with Fairburn & Sons
of Manchester providing the ironwork. The
stone abutments are secured to a platform of
6in timbers located 3ft into the river bed and
fastened to piles. 

Although the line is perceived as heading
north, the alignment around Blair Atholl is
largely east-south-east to west-north-west,
with the Garry running to the south side of
the railway. The Bruar Water is crossed about
three miles after trains depart Blair Atholl,
near Pitagowan, the railway bridge being just
to the south of the Falls of Bruar, but about
1½ miles later is the far more challenging
crossing of the River Garry.

Mitchell planned to carry the railway
across the River Garry to obtain an even
gradient on the long and steep ascent to the
summit of the line at
Druimuachadar/Dromochter (1,484ft). At the
time the line was built, the river was entirely
in the grounds of Blair Castle, and any
planned crossing had to satisfy the Duke of
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The Struan bridges are viewed from their

downstream (south) side in 1937, after this

section of the Highland main line was double-

tracked from 1898. The River Garry is in the

foreground, and the skewed nature of the

original three-arch stone railway viaduct across

the ancient road bridge to Rannoch is clear to

see, while Struan station will be just out of

sight beyond the end of the 617ft-long railway

bridge. Hamish Stevenson Collection

A photograph from the personal collection of

William Roberts, engineer-in-chief when the

Highland main line was doubled between Blair

Atholl and Dalnaspidal, shows the up-stream

side of the Struan or Calvine bridges as

changed with the 1898 doubling scheme. The

new steel girder span takes the up line of the

widened formation, rather than attempt to

widen the original I&PJR stone viaduct, which

would thereafter carry the down line. Once

doubled, the girder span has remained in use,

but singling as a cost-saving measure saw the

original viaduct lose its line from 1960 for

about a decade, until operational needs

resulted in re-doubling.

Highland Railway Society Collection

Atholl. A solution was accepted that at a point
just north-west of Struan, at Calvine, a three-
span stone bridge would be constructed, the
central span straddling the road into Glen
Errochty, which led through the hills to
Rannoch, the bridge here dating from around
1765. The Duke of Atholl approved of
Mitchell’s plans, which resulted in the railway
spanning the existing road bridge at an
oblique angle and would ‘thus not interfere
with either his plantations or walks, and that
he was much pleased with what he considered
to be the ingenuity of Mitchell’s arrangement.’
This remains a remarkable conjunction of a
railway viaduct and road bridge crossing a
river. 

Immediately beyond the structure was
Struan station (another May 1965 closure),
which was on a 1 in 72 gradient, and much of
the 12-miles through to the summit is on
similar grades, the Dalnaspidal area offering
something of a respite for locomotive crews in
steam days thanks to an easing of the grade
for about a mile before the last mile or so of 1
in 78 to the summit. Like most of the
Highland network, this section of line was
built as single-track, but 1898 saw the
doubling of the main line between Blair
Atholl and Dalnaspidal. As part of this
scheme a steel lattice-girder bridge was
provided at Struan to carry the newly-
widened railway, this being erected alongside
the original structure on its up side – this
solution avoided the difficulty of having to
widen the existing stone-built bridge. 

The construction resulted in the unusual
sight of three bridges spanning the same few
yards of riverbed at this location and, in an
attempt to preserve the scenic effect, larch and
fir trees were planted, to the satisfaction of
both the contractors and the Duke of Atholl.
It could however but argued that although the
charm of this location remains when viewed
from its south side, the approach from the
north is cursed by the unattractive girder
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A 19 December 1903 view records the

inspection and testing of the Spey bridge just

south of Newtonmore, the work party

surrounding Highland Railway Jones ‘Loch’ class

4-4-0 No 131 Loch Shin. Despite its size, this

river crossing was not in the list of eight

structures recorded as viaducts when the I&PJR

main line was opened in its original form.

Boasting 6ft 3½in driving wheels and cylinders

of 19in x 24in, the original 15 ‘Lochs’ were

amongst the most powerful 4-4-0s of their day.

Loch Shin was completed in September 1896 by

Dübs & Co Ltd in Glasgow (Works No 3404).

Three more ‘Lochs’ would be built in 1916

under Christopher Cumming, the HR’s

Locomotive Superintendent between 1915 and

1922. Post-Grouping standardisation saw most

of the Jones’ ‘Lochs’ receive ‘N51’-type

Caledonian boilers, Loch Shin being so treated

in September 1924, and it would be withdrawn

in August 1941, but two of the Jones class would

survive nationalisation. R.M. Casserley Collection

The 477ft-long and 106ft-high Divie or Edinkillie viaduct, between Dava and Dunphail, is seen in its original form with groups of four high castellated

turrets at each end, the walls between these featuring dummy arrow slits.The bull-faced rubble of the arches and pillars is complemented by tooled

ashlar dressings. R.M. Casserley Collection

span, and road users of large vehicles on the
B847 road have to be mindful of the 12ft 3in
headroom. Cost-saving in 1960 saw the
double-track section between Blair Atholl and
Dalwhinnie singled, with passing places
created at Dalnacardoch and Dalnaspidal and
the girder bridge at Struan used, rather than
the original stone viaduct, but a decade later
an expected (but not wholly fulfilled) increase
in oil traffic saw the section between Blair
Atholl and Dalwhinnie re-doubled, and this is
still the case. 

The railway takes a path through Glen
Garry to Dalnaspidal, Loch Garry being just
to its south, before passing through the Pass
of Drumochter. Inevitably, the railway summit
denotes the nearby presence of the watershed,
and the infant waters of the Allt an Tuire are
soon amongst those flowing into the River
Truim, which is viewed to the right as the
railway descends towards Dalwhinnie, again

on a section of double-track line. The course
of the line through the pass and down to
Dalwhinnie was on boggy ground that
swallowed large quantities of gravel before a
firm base for the railway was established.
More mountain steams and rivers are crossed
beyond Dalwhinnie, such as the Allt an
t-Sluic, River Truim, and Allt Cuaich but
perhaps the next structure of note comes a
little way north of where Glen Truim meets
the Spey Valley – the River Spey railway
bridge. Reached 68 miles and 22 chains from
Perth, and about ½ mile before Newtonmore
station, this was originally of timber
construction but in 1885 it was completely
rebuilt as a girder bridge. The work was
undertaken by Head Wrightson of Stockton,
the width of the river necessitating two girder
spans with a central support on a rocky island,
its size and complexity leading to a cost of
£62,000.

North of Aviemore
On building the original 36-mile August 1863
route towards Inverness from Aviemore, over
Dava summit (1,052 above sea level) to meet
the Inverness & Aberdeen Junction Railway at
Forres, Mitchell was faced with the difficult
task of carrying the railway on steep gradients
across the watershed between the valleys of
the rivers Findhorn and Spey. The southern
part of this line is now part of the Strathspey
Railway – its importance lessened upon the
birth of the Inverness & Aviemore Direct
scheme of 1884. This latter named Highland
Railway line was 26 miles shorter than the
route via Dava and Forres, but the
infrastructure required was far from
insignificant. Once built, it became the newly-
shortened Highland main line, the two routes
meeting at Millburn Junction, just ½ mile
from Inverness station. With little in the way
of large communities to serve, there was no
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Stanier ‘Black Five’ No 45162 has just crossed the Divie viaduct as it climbs towards Dava moor with the 2.05pm Inverness to Glasgow via Forres

express in July 1951. New in August 1935, this 4-6-0 was one of a huge stud of ‘Black Fives’ that dominated workings on LMS metals from Perth, both

on former Highland Railway and Caledonian Railway routes, and this presence remained through to the end of steam at Perth in the spring of 1967 –

No 45162 was based in Perth from 17 August 1946 through to 11 July 1953, when it was transferred away to Polmadie.

W.J. Verden Anderson/Rail Archive Stephenson

room for a perceived ‘duplicate’ route via Dava
in the Beeching era and so the original
Inverness & Perth Junction line between
Forres and Boat of Garten was taken out of
use from 18 October 1965, leaving its course
available for preservationists. 

North of Boat of Garten the original
I&PJR main line crossed multiple burns, but
few rivers, so the river crossings are generally
not so impressive. While the Spey flows to the
east of the line, a mile beyond Broomhill
station (the northern terminus for the
Strathspey line in 2015) the River Dulnain
(Dulnan on older maps) is crossed just to the
south-east of Dulnain Bridge, the river soon
running into the Spey. Other crossings were
required for the Glenbeg Burn in Craggan,
and the Kylintra Burn on the edge of
Grantown-on-Spey. Beyond the moor at Dava
was the Burn of Aulthaunachan, and then the
line crosses the River Divie on a 1 in 80
gradient (up-hill for southbound trains) by
means of a seven-arch 477ft long masonry
viaduct. 

Immediately downstream from Bridge of
Divie, each span of this railway viaduct was
45ft, and its height was 106ft from the
riverbed to the top of the parapet, each
approach causeway being flanked by four
handsome castellated turrets, with dummy
arrow slits in the turrets and in the walls
linking them. Also known as the Edinkillie
viaduct thanks to its location in that parish,
the foundation stone for this structure was
laid by Lady Elma Bruce on 20 October 1861.
Once completed, mirrored plaques at the
centre of the viaduct faced inward and
recorded Joseph Mitchell as Engineer in
Chief, together with the names of his assistant
engineers – W. Patterson, M. Patterson, John
Robinson, Hay and MacDowall – and the
contractors, George Meakin of Birkenhead

and John Dallas of Forres. Photographs of this
structure from as early as August 1954 show
that the castellated or crenellated turrets and
associated octagonal piers are already
shortened. However, the 1965 closure of the
railway was followed by the structure
becoming protected from January 1971; it is
presently a category B listed building.

The next station north of here was
Dunphail, and still to be crossed were the
Burn of Drumine (twice) and Altyre Burn,
before reaching Forres and the end of the
Inverness & Perth Junction Railway. From
here trains from Perth joined the Inverness &
Aberdeen Junction Railway line for the run
west into Inverness, and even today, 50 years
after the Dava route was closed, the Forres to
Inverness route still has its mileposts
recording distance from Perth via Dava. Two
significant engineering structures on this part
of the I&AJR main line should be mentioned,
the River Findhorn viaduct near Forres
(119 miles 73 chains from Perth) and Nairn
viaduct (128 miles 50 chains).

To cross the River Findhorn, Joseph
Mitchell designed Findhorn viaduct;
Alexander & Co of Inverness were the
contractors for the masonry, with Messrs
Handyside & Co of Derby winning the
contract for the steelwork. Elevated 18ft 6in
from water level and supported by masonry
piers at each end, the structure consists of
three 150ft wrought-iron box spans, with a
total length of 608½ft. For additional strength,
arched plate girders link the side-spans at
each end of the bridge.  

The Nairn viaduct crosses the River Nairn
immediately to the east of Nairn station.
Designed by Joseph Mitchell, the contractor
was Brassey & Falshaw and the stone used was
from Kingsteps Quarry in Nairn, its four
arches being 55ft spans. The viaduct is

coursed rubble with ashlar parapet and
dressed stone arches, with pointed cut-waters
carried up to form corbelled refuges, which
are linked at parapet level by rolled string
course. Constructed in 1856/57 as part of the
extension of the Inverness & Nairn Railway as
the I&AJR through to Keith, public trains first
crossed this bridge upon the Nairn to Dalvey
opening of 22 December 1857, but that line
was extended through to Elgin for 25 March
1858, and to Keith on 18 August that year.
The structure gained listed status in 1971 and
it is presently Grade B. Like all the viaducts in
this feature, with the exception of Edinkillie
viaduct and those on the erstwhile Aberfeldy
branch, it still carries trains on an everyday
basis, Nairn being on the Inverness to
Aberdeen line. 

Having journeyed north from Perth, this
is the final structure in a series of great
viaducts and bridges on the former Highland
Railway main line to Inverness via Dava, and
all remain as a permanent tribute to the
engineering skills of the 19th century railway
engineers, Joseph Mitchell and his associates. 

Direct from Aviemore
In Network Rail terms, the Highland main
line of today is 118 miles and 1 chain from
Perth to its termination in Inverness. Such
were territorial threats from the Great North
of Scotland Railway – a proposed line from
Ballater to Nethy Bridge via Tomintoul, and
another to Inverness via Slochd – and also
from the North British Railway – to extend
from the West Highland along the Great Glen
to Inverness as the Glasgow & North Western
Railway – that the Board of the Highland
Railway felt compelled keep these invaders at
bay by promoting the Inverness & Aviemore
Direct Railway as a shorter route to Inverness,
over Slochd summit (1,315ft). This HR
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Running rights allowed trains on the original

main line from Perth to use I&AJR metals from

Forres into Inverness, the construction of the

line as far as Nairn being hindered by the

waters of the River Findhorn and then the

River Nairn as they neared the Moray Firth.

Opened to public trains from 22 December

1857, this early view of the Findhorn viaduct

just west of Forres, and its three impressive

wrought-iron box spans, seems to include a

coat of arms on the arched plate girders that

strengthen the structure at each end. A cast

iron plaque on the bridge is dated 1858. It

would be August 1863 before I&PJR trains

would cross this bridge, and from 29 June 1865

that company would be merged with the I&AJR

to create the Highland Railway. This River

Findhorn is also crossed at Tomatin, by the

Inverness & Aviemore Direct line.

Highland Railway Society Collection

The Inverness & Nairn Railway terminated

short of the River Nairn, this bridge being

created just to the east of the I&NR station

when the I&AJR extended from Nairn to Forres

and ultimately Keith. The view dates from 1864,

this four-arch stone bridge being a Joseph

Mitchell project of 1856. His previous railway

work was the station roof at Inverness and the

Inverness Station Hotel, both these schemes

being tackled in 1855. The later built, and much

shorter, Highland Railway direct route from

Inverness to Aviemore would also cross the

River Nairn, at Culloden Moor.

Highland Railway Society Collection

scheme received its Act of Parliament in July
1884 and it was then opened in stages –
Aviemore to Carrbridge on 8 July 1892,
Carrbridge to Daviot on 19 July 1897, and
through to Millburn Junction in Inverness on
1 November 1898.

Lengthy time gaps between openings
expose the difficulties encountered just to the
north of Carrbridge station, and to the north of
Daviot station, where viaducts were required,
presumably these being too large an
undertaking to consider in July 1861, when the
longer route via Dava was proposed to
Parliament. Aviemore station is recorded as
83 miles and 32 chains from Perth, while
Carrbridge station is at exactly 90 miles, just 15
chains short of a river crossing – the River
Dulnain (Dulnan), as crossed by the Dava route
north of Broomhill. This tributary of the River
Spey required a fine 180ft span girder bridge
with granite abutments, 140,000 cubic yards of
soil being excavated during its construction. 

Like on the original I&PJR route, there are
countless burns that cross this line. The
bridges required might easily be dismissed as
‘second division’ structures, but events on
18 June 1914, and the enquiry that followed,
give an insight into their construction and the
area of land that a burn drains. Tragically, at
3.30pm on that day exceptional and torrential
rain meant the Baddengorm Burn was in
flood where it met the railway near
Carrbridge, and as the 11.50am Perth to
Inverness passenger service crossed the bridge
it gave way, the fourth coach falling into the
water, with the loss of five lives. The train
consisted of a 4-4-0 passenger engine, fitted
with the automatic vacuum brake on the
coupled wheels, the six-wheeled tender and
on the coaches; these were, in order, a

Caledonian Railway 4-wheel horse box, CR 8-
wheel brake composite, Highland Railway 8-
wheel composite, HR 8-wheel brake third, HR
8-wheel composite, and HR 6-wheel brake-
van. The engine was not derailed, but the
tender was, as were all the coaches except the
rear brake-van. The following details are
extracted from the report of Lieutenant
Colonel E. Druitt, Assistant Secretary, Railway
Department, Board of Trade.

The railway from Carr Bridge to Inverness
runs approximately from south-east to north-
west. It is a single line, and about 300 yards
beyond the station it crosses the River
Dulnan, which runs approximately from
south-west to north-east. After crossing the
river and the embankment to the north-west
of it, the railway runs along the western slope
of a high range of hills in a cutting about 40ft
in depth, until it approaches the gorge of the
Baddengorm Burn. The burn is crossed by an
embankment, a single arch span 15ft in width,
and another short embankment on the north
side. The length of the embankment on the
south side is about 60 yards, and on the north
side about 25 yards. The gradient of the line is
1 in 60 rising from south to north.

The Baddengorm Burn runs
approximately from north to south, and flows
into the River Dulnan about 1,200 yards
below the railway bridge. For a quarter of a
mile above the bridge it runs parallel with the

railway, but just above the bridge it takes a
sharp turn to the southward, passing under
the railway nearly at a right angle. Nearly half
a mile above the railway-bridge the Bogbain
Burn joins the Baddengorm Burn, and 200
yards above this junction there is a road-
bridge carrying the public road over the burn.
About ¼ mile above this road-bridge two
burns meet, one running north to south and
the other coming in from the north-west.
These burns come down the southern slope of
a high range of hills, the watershed being
slightly over 2,000ft above mean sea level. The
level of the bed of the burn at the bridge is
about 900ft, so the fall is about 1,100ft in a
distance of about three miles. The total
drainage area of the Baddengorm Burn is
about six square miles.

Mr. A. Newlands, Engineer-in-Chief of
the Highland Railway gave details of the
bridge, which was built in 1893 and was
handed over by the contractor to the
Highland Railway in 1897. Overhauled ‘about
two years ago’, it was inspected just 15 days
before the collapse. It was a semi-circular
arched bridge of 15ft span square, with angle
of skew 65 degrees. The abutments and wing
walls were constructed of square blocked
work in granite, packed behind with heavy
rubble, all built in lime and pointed in
cement. The abutments were of a substantial
character, 15ft high above the pitching, 36ft
long, 6ft thick, each of them having three
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The aftermath of the Baddengorm

Burn disaster was the subject for

commercial postcards, despite the

loss of five lives. This particular card

was posted to a Mr Burgher of

Orkney – on the rear it reads, ‘Is

this not an awful scene? There is a

plainer one of the disaster but they

are all sold out. I intend to go up to

see it and may do so yet. Love from

Bessie’. Little of the railway bridge

can be seen, and the remains of the

fourth coach, the Highland Railway

8-wheel brake third, are seen on

the down-stream side of the

embankment. Turned by the force

of water, its roof is removed and

the seats are all washed away, while

continued erosion of the

embankment has taken a HR 8-

wheel composite towards the burn;

it was the third vehicle in the train.

With its doors still open after a

hurried evacuation, the rails

beneath it are now twisted and

deformed.

Highland Railway Society Collection

The Dulnain viaduct, immediately to the north

of Carrbridge station, looking up-stream on

6 August 1950.The Dulnain flows east beneath

this 180ft long girder span as it makes for the

River Spey near Broomhill. J.L. Stevenson

counterforts 6ft long and 6ft wide, extending
back into the embankments. 

The arch had stone ring heads, the
interior being built of six rings of brick in
cement with a rise of 7ft 6in. The whole of the
area underneath the bridge was pitched 12in
deep with square-blocked heavy granite
pitching. The bridge was founded on hard
mountain gravel, almost approaching boulder
clay. The foundations extended on the south
side 4ft below the ground level, and on the
north side on average about 2ft 3in. The
foundations were of flat-bedded stones
averaging 6 sq ft in area, laid close together
and packed in suitable shivers all built in lime.
The formation level is 8ft above the arch, and
the rail level 10ft, or 32ft 6in above the bed of
the burn. The wing walls extended 32ft on
both sides of the bridge proper and were
splayed outwards, leaving a waterway of 20ft
on the square at the ends. Built on to the end
of the southern wing wall on the up-stream
side of the bridge was a training wall 32ft in
length, varying in height from 3ft to 6ft. This
wall was no doubt provided to protect the
embankment at the bend of the burn, and to
deflect the water through the arch of the
bridge.

The collapse of the bridge was described
by Murdo Ross, the driver of the train. As he
approached the bridge nothing seemed wrong
with the permanent way, but he saw a lot of
water out on the strath on the down-stream
side of the bridge.

Although the water was coming through
the bridge rather heavily, there was nothing to
cause any alarm, as it was nowhere near rail
level. However, when the engine got on to the
bridge he felt it give a sort of sway or tip to

the left. He was proceeding at about 20mph
and kept going until pulled up by the
automatic brakes going on. As soon as the
engine came to a stand he jumped down,
leaving the engine in charge of the fireman,
and walked back to the bridge. He found that
the engine, horse box, second and third
vehicles were on the north side of the bridge,
but the fourth vehicle had gone down into the
burn on the left-hand side of the bridge. He
walked back along the up-stream side of the
bridge, which was then still standing. The left-
hand rail had disappeared, but the right-hand
rail was still intact, with a few sleepers
attached to it. Then, as soon as driver Ross got
to the south side of the bridge, the up-stream
part of it was also carried away.

At that time the third vehicle was still
standing upright, although tilted over a little
to the left, and some of the passengers were
able to get out of it before it fell over on to its
left side by the embankment being washed
away. The fifth coach was also upright, and
the passengers were able to alight from it.
These two vehicles soon sank down into a
sloping position, owing to the banks being
washed away, and the third vehicle turned
over on its left side.

The fourth vehicle, when it fell into the
burn, was washed round so as to be end-on to

the stream, and fell over on to its side. The
upper side of the coach was just awash, and it
was quite impossible to get near it owing to
the rush of the water. The top of this carriage
was torn off and washed away, and one side
partially so. Four passengers escaped from it
and five were drowned.

With regard to the flood level of the water
at the bridge, the highest point the water
reached on the up-stream side of the bridge
was 3ft below the crown of the arch, or 13ft
below rail level. As the abutment of the bridge
is 15ft in height above the stone pitching, and
the rise of the arch is 7ft 6in, the depth of
water at the up-stream side of the bridge was
about 19ft 6in. The gradient of the bed of the
burn is very steep, about 1 in 60 for a length
of 220 yards above the bridge and 1 in 75
below the bridge. Evidence as to the
extraordinary character of the rainfall in the
locality was given by Mr Robert McKinnon,
whose farm borders the burn – he described
how the flood appeared to come down in a
wave 18in deep, which spread over his
grounds, washing off the soil for nearly an
acre. He further stated that he had never
known the water at the bridge more than one-
third up the abutment, and he had never
heard of the railway bridge being blocked by
debris at any time in the last 35 years. 
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Recovery of the 11.50am Perth to Inverness service is underway after the disaster of 18 June 1914. The water of the Baddengorm Burn having long-

since calmed, this view is from the west (up-stream) side of the embankment. A recovery train is seen on the north side of the precipice, the original

HR locomotive and two Caledonian Railway vehicles now taken north, while the leading Highland Railway composite has plunged down into the

widened burn. Any remains of the fourth vehicle will be on the down-stream side of the gap, and likewise the fifth vehicle, a second Highland Railway

8-wheel composite, is missing. On the Carrbridge side of the site is a brake van – perhaps the 6-wheel Highland vehicle that made up the rear of the

original service? Highland Railway Society Collection

The burn for 300 yards or more above the
bridge runs through a narrow gorge, but just
below the bridge this opens out into a pretty
wide extent of low-lying ground. The result
was that when the great volume of water came
down the burn, the width of the bridge was
not sufficient to let it get away without
damming it up. Thus the burn above the
bridge became a reservoir, and the bridge
itself a sluice through which the water poured
with great velocity, with a big fall on the
down-stream side. The result of this was to
tear up the granite pitching on the down-
stream side of the abutment and scour out the
gravel beneath the pitching, and so
undermine the foundations of the abutments
and wing walls on the down-streamside.
When the weight of the engine came on the
bridge, on account of the down-stream end of
the abutments being undermined, they sank
and broke the arch right through, and by the
time the fourth carriage got on the arch the
down-stream portion of the bridge collapsed,
carrying the carriage with it. At first only the
bridge itself went, but the flood soon washed
out and widened the embankment, until there
was a gap of 32ft at the bottom of the slopes
and about 100ft at the top. The bridge and its
foundations were almost entirely swept away.

Although a solid construction, the sudden
rush of such a volume of water through the
bridge must never have occurred to those
responsible for its design and erection, or
foundations of a different character would
have been provided. The Engineer to the
Highland Railway stated that the replacement
bridge would be 26ft 6in in span and have its
abutments and wing walls formed of mass
concrete, with a concrete invert not less than
2ft deep extending right out to the ends of the
wing walls. At each end of the invert a thick
curtain wall will be put down to a depth of
10ft. On the north side, the foundations will

be to a depth of 7ft under the top of the
invert, and on the south side the new bottom
will be founded back into the original solid of
the hill face, and the foundation will be 2ft 6in
to 3ft below the top of the invert. In this way
the bed of the burn from end to end of the
wing walls will be a monolithic solid mass,
and if necessary a concrete apron extending
down-stream from the curtain wall, dipping
down steeply under the bed of the burn, will
be put in at the bottom of the down-stream
end of the invert.

It was noted that the bridges on this
section of line were being carefully watched
and examined after heavy floods, and the
Chief Engineer, in reference to bridge
construction on the route, stated that ‘the
substantial character of the masonry was a
feature in Mr Joseph Mitchell’s time, Mr
Murdo Paterson’s time, in my own time, and
in your time.’ In conclusion, ‘the collapse of
the bridge was due to no want of attention or
care on the part of those responsible for its
maintenance, but to an event that could not
have been foreseen and guarded against.’

The railway from Carrbridge to Slochd
summit presents locomotive crews with
nothing but hard climbing, about 5½ miles at
1 in 60/92/70, surely another factor in the
earlier choice for a route via Dava. Located at
93 miles 63 chains is the 400ft-long stone-
built Slochd viaduct, designed by Murdoch
Paterson, which carries the Direct line across
the Allt Slochd Mhuic. Opened on 19 July
1897, it has eight 37ft spans. Trains heading
north over this structure are still climbing as
the summit is not reached until 95 miles
31 chains from Perth, after which there is a
three-mile descent, much of it at 1 in 60, into
the valley of the River Findhorn at Tomatin,
where the railway then crosses two imposing
viaducts built in tandem and linked by a short
stretch of embankment. 

The first, reached 98 miles 2 chains from
Perth, is the Findhorn viaduct, the trussed
iron roadway of which runs for 445 yards
between masonry spans. The engineers for the
viaduct were Sir John Fowler and Murdoch
Patterson of the Highland Railway. Today the
Highland Railway Society has a 68 page day-
by-day diary account of this viaduct’s
construction, this being written between
9 August and 28 September 1895 by
C.L. Weller, a pupil of Andrew Handyside &
Co Ltd in Derby, the firm that manufactured
and erected the structure. The tooled cover
has ‘Highland Railway Findhorn Viaduct
1895’ embossed in gold, and tissue protects
each of the many photographs, these being
taken from when the viaduct was being made
in Derby in 1894 and throughout its
construction, all accompanied by detailed
dimensioned pen and ink drawings of
components such as braces and connections. 

When complete, the Findhorn viaduct
consisted of nine steel lattice-girder spans of
130ft, with eight tapering granite piers
elevating the track to 145ft 6in above the river
level, the two piers flanking the river standing
on plinths. Difficult geological conditions
surrounding the river bed became a problem,
resulting in a heavy financial outlay of £21,430
for the 608ft-long viaduct, which was built on
a curve of 40 chains radius. 

Just 15 chains after leaving the girder
structure trains reached a much smaller stone
and brick viaduct. Known as Tomatin viaduct,
it bridges a dry valley that was once home to
the A9 main road just to the north of Tomatin
village, but the A9 trunk road of today is now
to the east of both Tomatin viaducts and is
dual-carriageway. The maximum height of the
arch vaults is 88ft 8in and these are in brick,
while the narrow piers are in stone and the
round-headed arches between them vary in
width from 33ft to 36ft. 
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Having just breasted Slochd summit, Hughes/Fowler ‘Crab’ class 2-6-0 No 13105 coasts across Slochd viaduct with the up ‘Royal Highlander’, the 4.35pm

Inverness to King’s Cross and Euston service, on 20 July 1931. With LNER coaches at the head of the rake, presumably the King’s Cross portion, for some

years this titled train was unsurpassed in terms of overall mileage. Officially completed at Crewe Works on 27 December 1928, when photographed it was

working from the ex-Highland Railway shed in Perth, known as Perth North by the LMS. It would be allocated there from 27 December 1928 until a move

to Polmadie in the week ending 31 October 1936. Renumbered as LMS 2805 in July 1935, its BR five-digit identity would be applied at St. Rollox Works on

26 June 1948, with withdrawal from Ayr shed coming on 28 October 1963, its home since January 1942. H.C. Casserley

This detailed pen and ink drawing, originally 1in

to 1ft scale, is from the ‘Highland Railway

Findhorn Viaduct 1895’ diary of C.L. Weller of

Andrew Handyside & Co Ltd of Derby. The

detailed drawings, tabulations of measurements

and other writing in this 68-page book has

hardly a mistake, blot or smudge, this page

being a rare exception – surely few today would

be capable of achieving such a thing.

Highland Railway Society Collection

Almost immediately, Tomatin station is
reached at a height of 1,029ft above sea level,
and from there the main line continues to fall
at a gradient of 1 in 100, but the gradients as a
whole are far less fearsome and are even
punctuated by two uphill sections before the 1
in 60 to Davoit. One of the brief up-grades is
just north of Moy station (closed in 1965) and
immediately beyond the Altnaslanach bridge.
This remarkable structure, 103 miles 36 chains
from Perth, was built by John Ross & Son in
1897 and it is now the only wooden trestle
bridge on a Scottish main line, the lack of firm
foundations over boggy ground preventing the
building of a heavy stone-built structure.

A Grade A listed structure, five-23ft spans
combine to cross Allt-na-Slanach burn,
timber beams running lengthways being
supported by trestle structures each made up
of four vertical posts across the width of the
bridge, with bracing raked posts at each end.
Angled support struts from each post to the
beams above reduce the beam spans to about
10½ft, and below these struts are further
bracing and longitudinal members. Inspection
of this structure in 2001 found the timbers to
be seriously damaged by fungal decay, and
Arup Scotland, as associated engineers,

27
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With the erection work now underway in the

Highlands, the 445-yard long trussed iron road

way of the Findhorn viaduct is seen progressing

in this south-east facing view of 14 August

1895. The sixth of the 130ft steel lattice girder

spans is viewed from temporary staging, while a

distant steam crane works near the Perth end

of the viaduct. On this day, the Weller diary

states that ‘the joints were riveted through the

bottom plate of the boom.’

Highland Railway Society Collection

A gathering near the foot of the incomplete

Findhorn viaduct at Tomatin – no doubt a visit

by Highland Railway Board members and

officials to study the progress of the work on

the Direct line from Aviemore. The names of

the individuals are unrecorded but surely Sir

John Fowler and/or Murdoch Patterson are on

hand. Naturally, refreshments are provided and

a piper is on hand to raise the party’s spirits.

The view is undated by likely to be circa August

1895.  Hamish Stevenson Collection

Although the day-to-day coverage of Weller’s Findhorn viaduct diary begins on 9 August 1895,

running through to 28 September 1895, this period is preceded by drawings and coverage of other

preparatory work at the Andrew Handyside & Co Works in Derby, this erected section of Findhorn

viaduct being pictured at the company’s Fox Street premises on 21 September 1894.

Highland Railway Society Collection

undertook work to both protect the timber
and strengthen the bridge. The central track-
supporting structure was replaced at deck
level, a multi-span steel deck being inserted
into the heart of the bridge, supported by
concrete columns with independent
foundations. A one-week possession by
Carillion Rail saw the renewed bridge
complete and again in service from
23 November 2002. The new design allowed
most of the original timbers to remain in
place but took the load off them, although
they do still support the side gangways – so
the appearance of the original structure has
been kept.
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A view from Highland Railway engineer

William Roberts’ personal collection captures

Tomatin viaduct’s nine-arches at an advanced

stage of construction in 1897. The five tallest

piers and their round-headed arches are all but

complete, but the four nearer arches still have

the complicated wooden framework within

them to provide the shape of the brick vaults;

the brick lining of the arch and stone facing of

the pillar is clear to see. The paraphernalia of

construction around the nearest arch includes a

work party alongside a rail-mounted hand

crane on the temporary railway supported by

wooden staging. The jib of the timber derrick at

the base of the viaduct reaches the top of the

same arch. The derrick is stabilised by cairns of

stones, its jib being used to lift building

materials up to the working level.

Highland Railway Society Collection

Soon after Milepost 105 the line descends
towards the floor of the valley and
magnificent views are obtained across the
Moray Firth and into the mountains of Easter
Ross, across the peninsula of the Black Isle,
with Ben Wyvis dominating the northern
skyline. The descent over, the River Nairn is
crossed by the elegant Strathnairn viaduct,
which is often judged to be the finest of all the
Highland Railway structures. Situated
immediately to the south of Culloden Moor
station (also closed in May 1965), the area is
known for the famous 1746 battle when the
Jacobite army was defeated by the
Government forces under the Duke of

Cumberland, a conflict that ended the Stuart
challenge to the Hanoverian dynasty. 

The structure consists of 28 red sandstone
arches, the excavated stone from the nearby
Leanach quarry being brought to the site by a
contractor’s narrow gauge railway. This is the
largest and most imposing masonry-built
railway viaduct in Scotland and it is classified
as a Grade One listed building. It is 600 yards
long and carried a double-track railway until
rationalisation in 1960 saw the southbound
track become a long headshunt for Culloden
yard and the double-track between Culloden
and Daviot singled. Initially proposed as a
steel girder structure, this plan for this viaduct

was altered to that of a stone construction in
August 1892. The main river arch has a semi-
circular span of 100ft, the height of the track
above the water line being 135ft, while the
remaining arches are each of a 50ft span. A
granite panel set in the structure at the north
end of the eastern parapet records the names
of the building consultant, Sir John Fowler, of
Forth Bridge fame, and also Murdoch
Patterson, together with the names of the
various personnel who were connected with
the viaduct’s construction. 

In August 1898, Murdoch Patterson, the
Engineer-in-Chief of the Highland Railway,
died in the house which had been built for the

Opened on 19 July 1897 with the Carrbridge to Daviot section of the Inverness & Aviemore Direct line, the completed Findhorn viaduct at Tomatin is

pictured on 16 June 1962, just as a brace of light engines head south. Their miniscule size in relation to the viaduct itself emphasising the magnitude of

the structure. Built on a 40 chain radius curve, the River Findhorn flows some 145ft 6in below the railway, the long distance viewpoint nearly far

enough away to allow the full 608ft length of the viaduct to be included in a single view, while close inspection of the eight piers shows their tapering

and the sweep of their curve. T. Owen/Colour-Rail.com/198106
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Now complete with a stone parapet wall at the

height of the running line, this east-facing

10 August 1950 view records the complete

Tomatin viaduct. Since its construction, the

main Perth to Inverness road beneath this

structure has been bypassed at this point, the

forerunner now only used by residents and

visitors to Tomatin village. J.L. Stevenson

The Altnaslanach timber bridge is seen after

the end of steam but before its 21st century

rebuild, when the historic nature of the

structure had long since been recognised and

thus an ingenious multi-span steel deck was

inserted within it, to take on the weight bearing

of each passing train. Built for a single-track

route, but with wide enough to take a second

running line, the Highland main line is still

single-line at this point.

Highland Railway Society Collection

McIntosh ‘139’ class 4-4-0 No 54445 has just crossed Strathnairn, River Nairn or Culloden viaduct with an up permanent way train on 28 June 1951.

Completed as Caledonian Railway No 117 at St. Rollox Works in July 1912, as a superheated and piston-valve fitted variant of the ‘140’ class, this ‘3P’

would only remain in service until December 1952, although other ex-CR 4-4-0s would continue to be used for sometime on former HR metals.

Amongst the longest-lived would be ‘140’ class No 54439, which eked out a living from Wick shed through to August 1958.

W.J. Verden Anderson/Rail Archive Stephenson

station master at Culloden Moor, from where
he had supervised the completion of the
viaduct over the River Nairn, the last great
engineering project on the Highland Railway.
With his death, the final link was broken with
those engineers who were involved with the
building of the Inverness & Perth Junction
Railway in the early 1860s.

Steam Days magazine would like to join the
authors in thanking Howard Geddes of the
Highland Railway Society for his assistance
with this article.
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In Colour

132:  Central Wales line

Craven Arms to Sugar Loaf

Now often referred to as the Heart of Wales line and long-established as the passenger service linking Shrewsbury

with Swansea, trains first operated over sections of the Central Wales line in 1841. It was not until 1868 that the

London & North Western Railway was able to access both Swansea and Llanelly from the North & West route at

Craven Arms upon the completion of the picturesque Llanwrtyd to Llandovery section of line, which entailed

burrowing through Sugar Loaf mountain to link Brecknockshire and Carmarthenshire.

On Wednesday, 23 May 1962, Shrewsbury-allocated BR Standard ‘5MT’ 4-6-0 No 73025 calls at Craven Arms & Stokesay station with the 11.45am

Shrewsbury to Swansea (Victoria) train, a service routed via Llandrindod Wells and the Central Wales line. With the former L&NWR (LMS) line in

Western Region hands in the nationalised era these locomotives monopolised passenger services in later years as LMS classes were displaced and

drifted elsewhere.  Colour Rail.com/BRW2380
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Former L&NWR ‘7F’ 0-8-0 No 48895 shunts a lengthy Central Wales

goods train of 16ton mineral wagons, with a ventilated box van further

down the formation, in the sidings alongside Craven Arms & Stokesay

station on 16 August 1962.  A sunny day in the school holidays finds the

north end of the Shrewsbury-bound platform well populated by young

trainspotters. The locomotive was outshopped new from Crewe Works

as L&NWR Webb 4-cylinder Compound 0-8-0 No 1585 in May 1904, but

Whale considered the overhang at the front to be excessive, so it was

modified to become a 2-8-0 in February 1907. Post-Grouping, it was

converted under C.J.B. Cooke as a ‘G1’ 0-8-0 in April 1923, the ‘G1s’

being 2-cylinder Simples with superheat, and it then became LMS

No 9609 in October 1927. However, in 1930 it was one of eight ‘G1s’ re-

numbered to free up the Nos 9600-15 for the Fowler ‘7F’ class 0-8-0s, so

it became No 8895, and then BR No 48895 in November 1948; it would

serve until December 1964.  Colour Rail.com/BRW2396 

Bottom left:  Llanelly-allocated Stanier ‘8F’ 2-8-0 No 48707 awaits a return

working on shed at Craven Arms in 1963 after arrival on a Central Wales

line service. Nos 48707 and 48309 were the only Stanier ‘8Fs’ fitted with

steam heat, brought about by their use on Royal train duties on

7/8 August 1955 when the pair worked from Neyland to Aberystwyth,

and back to Carmarthen. Through goods traffic over the Central Wales

ceased in August 1964, with No 48707 transferred to Bath (Green Park)

the previous month to help with the dwindling traffic over the Somerset

& Dorset line, and where the occasional use of goods engines on

passenger duties meant that the steam heat would be useful. Its stay

there was brief, but No 48309 had joined it in August and saw out the

closure of the Somerset & Dorset in March 1966. Colour Rail.com/300019 

The nine miles from Craven Arms to Bucknell opened on 1 October

1860 with the railway here at Knighton opening on the 6 March 1861.

Even before this date an extension to Llandrindod was authorized as the

Central Wales line.  As construction got underway the L&NWR

contributed financially to this independent undertaking which opened

the 17 miles to Penybont in October 1864, and a further three miles to

Llandrindod in September 1865. It was only when the line got to

Llandovery three years later that the railway was absorbed into the

L&NWR. Latterly LMS, after 1948 the line fell into the Western Region

of BR with a tell-tale replacement Great Western lower-quadrant

starting signal visible in the distance. The two signal boxes here were

decommissioned when the double track line from Craven Arms (brought

into use in 1871) was singled over the weekend of 11/12 December 1965.

A loop was eventually reinstated at Knighton in 1990.

J. Tarrant/Kidderminster Railway Museum
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LMS ‘Black Five’ 4-6-0 No 45406 drifts into Knighton on Bank Holiday Monday, 18 May 1964 with the 11.45 Shrewsbury to Swansea (Victoria) service.

The original Knighton Railway housed its single locomotive in a shed located just to the east of here on the north side of the line. Latterly, this stone-

built through shed was often home to a Midland ‘3F’ 0-6-0 goods engine, outstationed from Shrewsbury. Official closure came from 1 January 1962.

Curiously, the station forecourt here is in Wales, while most of the rest of the station is in Shropshire, England. Brian Miles

BR ‘5MT’ 4-6-0 No 73097 sweeps downhill through Knucklas Halt with the 9.45am Swansea (Victoria) to Shrewsbury service on Whit Monday, 18 May

1964. The 13 arches of Knucklas viaduct stride out for 190yds in the distance. Between Knighton and Knucklas the railway passes over the floor of the

Teme Valley, then climbs from here for three miles to a summit of 980ft at the south end of the 637yd Llangunllo tunnel, much of it at a gradient of

1 in 60. Brian Miles
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An August 1959 scene at Knucklas Halt captures coal-weighing tender-fitted Stanier ‘Black Five’ No 45298 on the 12.00noon Shrewsbury to Swansea

(Victoria) service. The tender is No 10591, a 1946 product of Horwich Works, and it was one of a pair built to closely monitor coal consumption in

conjunction with traffic delays, and also check the effects of using coal from different sources and monitor methods of firing. This locomotive was

based at Shrewsbury shed from 28 February 1948 through to 20 June 1964 when it became a Bangor asset.  G.H. Hunt/Colour Rail.com/BRW1397 

Llangunllo station is some distance north of the village it serves. BR Standard ‘5MT’ 4-6-0

No 73090 pauses on Saturday, 23 May 1964 with the 11.45am Shrewsbury to Swansea (Victoria)

service. A 45-wagon relief siding on the up side assisted the pathing of goods trains, and the

unusual signal box is just visible in the distance between the station house and locomotive. From

here the line drops at 1 in 100 to the bottom of the bank at Troedrhiewfedwin crossing and then

climbs briefly again at 1 in 80 as it snakes around to reach Llanbister Road station on the long

descent through the wide open countryside around the River Aran.  Brian Miles
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After around nine miles of single line from Knighton, the route became double track at Llanbister Road extending to the northern portal of the

single-bore Penybont tunnel. BR Standard ‘5MT’ 4-6-0 No 73095 accelerates away from Llanbister Road station with the single line token on the

9.45am train ex-Swansea on Saturday, 23 May 1964. The mystery of geographic location was at least covered in the timetable with a note provided to

say that Llanbister itself was five miles distant! The signal box closed together with the loop and box at Llangunllo from Sunday, 3 October 1965 when

the double track was singled and the new, albeit temporary, block section, pending further rationalisation, became Knighton No 2 to Penybont.  

Brian Miles

The poster on the left as we look towards Shrewsbury at Dolau advertises the virtues of the British Railways ‘Green Arrow’ full wagon-load service.

The Western Region was obviously keen to pick up what business it could from this rural location. The station still boasted a nice set of L&NWR

signals protecting the crossing, although everything appears rather faded and in need of a good lick of paint. This block post was about half-way along

the six-mile double-track section between Llanbister Road and Penybont Junction signal box which stood just ahead of the tunnel.

J. Tarrant/Kidderminster Railway Museum 
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On Saturday, 23 May 1964, ‘Black Five’ 4-6-0

No 45406 prepares to depart north from the

weed-strewn platform at Penybont station with

the 6.05am Swansea (Victoria) to Shrewsbury

train. In the steamy atmosphere of a damp day

the crew look out for a tip from the guard

before traversing the short section of single line

through the 404yd tunnel. The signal

configuration shows the close proximity of the

two boxes at Penybont, with an overlap

between here and the box at the other end of

the tunnel where double track resumes. 

Brian Miles

BR Standard ‘5MT’ 4-6-0 No 73025 runs into

Llandrindod Wells station with the 12.10pm

Swansea (Victoria) to Shrewsbury service on

Monday, 18 May 1964. In the foreground the

vacant trackbed and disused platform illustrate

an earlier money-saving economy when

Llandrindod Wells No 1 signal box was

abolished and the end of the single track was

moved closer to the station signal box. This was

well ahead of the first serious threat of closure

of the route in 1963. A second closure attempt

in 1966 was also thwarted, but in that case it

was more down to political advantage in the

face of marginal constituencies at a general

election!  Brian Miles
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A busy scene at Builth Road on Wednesday, 29 August 1962, moments after Stanier ‘8F’ 2-8-0 No 48354 has arrived from Swansea at the High Level

station. The Cambrian’s Low Level, or the Mid-Wales Railway, station has Ivatt ‘2MT’ 2-6-0 No 46516 of Oswestry shed blowing off steam at the head

of the 12.50pm service to Moat Lane. These trains have connected, but generally there was dissatisfaction with the lack of co-ordination between

Central and Mid Wales services, so perhaps the refreshment rooms here were the main beneficiaries of this state of affairs. A rail link from near the

signal box in the distance to a point off to the left facilitated goods transfer between the two lines.  B.J. Ashworth

The undulating 51/2mile single-track section between Llandrindod Wells and here at Builth Road

(High Level) was once split by a crossing loop at Howey. BR Standard ‘5MT’ 4-6-0 No 73036 calls

on Saturday, 26 May 1962 with the 7.00am Shrewsbury to Swansea (Victoria) service. First

allocated to Shrewsbury shed between September 1953 and October 1956, this locomotive had

returned to Shrewsbury in January 1958 from where it would continue to work until its

withdrawal from traffic in September 1965.  Colour Rail.com/380159
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At Garth, on Saturday, 23 May 1964, the fireman of Stanier ‘8F’ 2-8-0 No 48269 gesticulates towards the rear of the train, no doubt to relay to the

guard that the token exchange has taken place and they are ‘Right away’ without stopping. The 261/4mile section of line between Llandrindod and the

existing railhead at Llandovery was constructed as the Central Wales Extension Railway and opened to Builth Road (formerly known as Llechryd on

the Mid Wales Railway) on 1 April 1867, and to here at Garth on 1 May, Llanwrtyd a month later, and finally reached Llandovery on 8 October 1868.

Whilst the Board of Trade were happy with this piecemeal opening of the route they did insist on a turntable being available at each temporary

terminus, so the turntable was uprooted several times as the line extended.  Brian Miles

BR Standard ‘5MT’ 4-6-0 No 73025 calls at the single platform at Llangammarch Wells with the 7.50am Craven Arms to Swansea (Victoria) train

on Monday, 18 May 1964. This was one of three spa towns directly served by the railway, the others being Llandrindod Wells and Llanwrtyd Wells

with another nearby – Builth Wells. All had enjoyed a heyday in the 1890s and in the years before World War I, with vast numbers of visitors in

season arriving mostly by rail. All are now buoyant again, but that was not the case when this view was photographed.  Brian Miles
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In the last gasp of daylight on Saturday, 23 May 1964 a busy scene is captured from the station footbridge at Llanwrtyd Wells. BR Standard ‘5MT’ 4-6-0

No 73090 waits with up ‘York Mails’ as ‘Black Five’ 4-6-0 No 45145 runs in with the 6.00pm Shrewsbury to Swansea (Victoria) service. In the

background, Stanier ‘8F’ 2-8-0 No 48307 has recessed out of the way in the yard with a southbound goods. In the summer of 1963 there were five

through trains a day each way, of which three in each direction passed each other here at about 9.30am, 2.10pm and 8.30pm. This service was

supplemented on Saturdays by the 7.20am Swansea (Victoria) to Shrewsbury and 12.25pm return trains. The additional 10.15am Swansea (Victoria)

to Shrewsbury service conveyed through coaches to Crewe, and the 2.40pm Shrewsbury to Swansea (Victoria) train gained a new calling pattern with

fewer stops, which were then covered by an additional 3.00pm train ex-Shrewsbury.  Brian Miles

A three-mile continuous climb at 1 in 80 precedes the 820ft high summit here at Sugar Loaf. On Saturday, 16 May 1964 Stanier ‘8F’ 2-8-0 No 48169

reaches the summit box with a southbound goods train. This will soon pass through a pair of short staff platforms and descend at 1 in 70 into the

1,000yd tunnel, passing from Breconshire into Carmarthenshire in the process.  Colour Rail.com/BRM2003 
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Spoilt for choice …

the BTC’s 1960 preservation plan 

Philip Atkins ponders the

reasoning behind the selection of

locomotives to be saved as part of

the National Collection.

In 1960 the Bulleid Light Pacific fleet was still at full strength, 110 locomotives, the first

withdrawals not coming until June 1963. There was no rush to choose a specific engine, but one of

these innovative Bulleid Pacifics with their chain-driven valve gear, air-smoothed casings, steel

fireboxes and Nicholson thermic siphons, was noted by the BTC as essential for preservation. The

locomotive eventually chosen, No 34051 Winston Churchill, awaits departure from London

(Waterloo) on 4 March 1961. It was chosen because it worked the funeral train of Sir Winston

Churchill in January 1965.  D.C. Ovenden/Colour-Rail.com/18256

In the event only 23 of these made it into
what is now referred to as the National
Collection. One was broken up, another was
quickly dropped from the list in favour of a
different engine entirely, while London,
Midland & Scottish Railway Stanier ‘Princess
Coronation’ class 4-6-2 No 46235 City of
Birmingham was presented to that city. The
unique British Railways Pacific No 71000 Duke
of Gloucester was also sent for scrap after its
cylinders and valve gear were donated to the
Science Museum instead, only for the rest of
the engine to be rescued and, quite remarkably,
privately restored to full working order.

Certain locomotives on the list, such as
Mallard and Evening Star, were obvious

In January 1960, after nearly two years of
deliberations assisted by a specially
appointed lay advisory committee, the

then British Transport Commission (BTC)
published a list of 27 specific steam
locomotives or locomotive types which it
recommended should be preserved for
posterity – Table One. Listed in building date
order, these ranged from an ex-London &
South Western Railway Beattie 2-4-0WT, built
in 1874 and still in service, to the final British
Railways Standard ‘9F’ class 2-10-0, No 92220
Evening Star, which was then on the point of
emerging brand new from Swindon Works,
and destined for a normal working life of only
five years. 

1874 L&SWR Class ‘0298’ 2-4-0WT*
1891 NER Class ‘C’ 0-6-0 No 1576 

(later scrapped)
1897 L&SWR Class ‘M7’ 0-4-4T*
1899 L&SWR Class ‘T9’ 4-4-0*
1904 GER 0-6-0T No 87
1919 NER Class ‘T3’ 0-8-0*
1920 GCR ‘Director’ class 4-4-0 

No 506 Butler Henderson
1921 L&NWR Class ‘G2’ 0-8-0*
1923 GWR ‘Castle’ class 4-6-0 

No 4073 Caerphilly Castle
1924 LMS Class ‘4F’ 0-6-0*
1925 SR ‘King Arthur’ class 4-6-0*

1926 SR ‘Lord Nelson’ class 4-6-0*
1926 LMS Class ‘5’ 2-6-0 (Hughes)*
1927 GWR ‘King’ class 4-6-0 

No 6000 King George V
1930 SR ‘Schools’ class 4-4-0*
1934 LMS Class ‘5’ 4-6-0*
1934 LMS Class ‘4’ 3-cylinder 2-6-4T*
1936 LNER Class ‘V2’ 2-6-2*
1937 LMS ‘Coronation’ class 4-6-2 

No 46235 City of Birmingham
1938 LNER Class ‘A4’ No 4468 Mallard
1942 SR Class ‘Q1’ 0-6-0*
1945 SR ‘West Country’ or 

‘Battle of Britain’ class 4-6-2 (unrebuilt)*

1947 GWR ‘9400’ class 0-6-0PT*
1951 BR Class ‘7MT’ 4-6-2 

No 70000 Britannia
(No 70013 was later substituted)

1954 BR Class ‘8P’ 4-6-2
No 71000 Duke of Gloucester
(later disposed of)

1956 BR Class ‘5’ 4-6-0
with Caprotti valve gear* (later deleted)

1960 BR Class ‘9F’ 2-10-0 
No 92220 Evening Star

*  Individual engine yet to be determined

Table One
The 1960 BTC list of locomotives for preservation

candidates, but it has to be said that others
still appear distinctly puzzling. The North
Eastern Railway put no fewer than 210
outside cylinder 0-8-0 heavy mineral engines
into service between 1901 and 1921, yet the
first of only fifteen three-cylinder 0-8-0s of
NER design, No 901 built in 1919, was
earmarked, possibly because it represented the
most powerful variety. The operational
requirement for this class has never been
established, for only five were ever built by the
NER itself, but their true forte was working
heavy iron ore trains from Tyne Dock to
Consett for many years. They did incorporate
one interesting technical feature, however, in
that all three cylinders were embraced in a
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The NER built 210 outside cylinder 0-8-0s such

as Raven ‘Q6’ No 63389, seen propelling a brake

van as part of a regular colliery working, yet

the decision was made to instead preserve the

first of the 15-strong ‘Q7’ class that followed

these, with No 63460 set aside. The ‘Q6’ was

introduced in 1913 as the NER ‘T2’, and some

of this pre-Grouping class would remain at

work until the final days of steam in north-east

England, in September 1967. No 63389 lasted

until December 1966, having entered service in

December 1917.  Joe Richardson/Colour-Rail.com

The two-cylinder mixed-traffic 2-6-4T served the LMS, LNER, Southern

Railway and British Railways from 1917 until 1967, so it was a surprise that

Stanier three-cylinder 2-6-4T No 42500 was selected by the BTC for the

National Collection. A better choice would surely have been one of the

Fowler engines such as No 42305, which is pictured on a typical duty for these

versatile tank engines while it was allocated to the Western Region shed at

Landore between August 1959 and June 1961.  Colour-Rail.com/2160

single ‘monobloc’ casting, which had first
been tried by the NER as early as 1909, twenty
years before Nigel Gresley later adopted the
idea on the London & North Eastern Railway.

Another three-cylinder oddity is the first
Stanier LMS 2-6-4T, No 2500, of which only 37
were built in 1934, amid precisely 800
otherwise two-cylinder Fowler, Stanier,
Fairburn and Riddles LMS and BR 2-6-4Ts
built between 1927 and 1957. Three cylinders
were adopted in the interests of enhanced
acceleration on the London (Fenchurch Street)
to Tilbury services, as a much cheaper
alternative to the electrification of the route,
which had been promised by the Midland
Railway 20 years earlier. No 2500 actually
appeared before the first Stanier ‘5MT’ mixed
traffic 4-6-0 and ‘8F’ class 2-8-0, the initial
March 1932 diagrams of which rather
surprisingly also envisaged three cylinders. The
first Fowler 2-6-4T, No 2300, would have been
an eminent candidate for preservation, but its
selection would have been compromised by the
earmarking instead of LMS Hughes/Fowler

2-6-0 No 13000/2700. Similarly, the official
preservation of a Stanier ‘8F’ was probably
precluded by the listing of a ‘5MT’ class 4-6-0.

The Southern Railway Maunsell ‘Schools’
class, the most powerful 4-4-0 in Europe, if
not the world, was outstanding, but to
preserve both a ‘King Arthur’ and a ‘Lord
Nelson’ 4-6-0 as well was surely something of
a luxury. The ‘Nelson’ always seemed to leave
something to be desired and was subjected to
numerous modifications and experiments.
The BTC showed a tendency to shy away from
preserving rebuilt or extensively modified
locomotives and it was pointed out that Lord
Nelson itself, actually selected, had the altered
cylinders later fitted to most of the class, and
the large diameter chimney and major
alterations to the tender applied to all of them.
Historically more significant would have been
the preservation of the prototype Maunsell ‘N’
class 2-6-0 mixed traffic engine of 1917, a ‘BR
Standard’ 35 years ahead of its time. 

In a rather similar vein, in addition to
Great Western Railway No 4003 Lode Star,

already set aside nearly ten years earlier and
still awaiting restoration, the prototype GWR
‘Castle’ No 4073 Caerphilly Castle, and ‘King’
No 6000 King George V, likewise four cylinder
4-6-0s directly derived from it, were also
listed. The ‘King’ only quite recently had been
rebuilt with a new front end and double-
chimney.

Although the ‘King’ was the undoubted
top of the GWR pile, statistically speaking
latterly the most typical GWR locomotive was
the inside cylinder 0-6-0PT. No fewer than
1,233 of these pannier tanks were built new as
such between 1929 and 1956, of which 863
alone were of the Collett ‘5700’ class.
However, it was not one of these that the BTC
selected for posterity, but the short-lived and
rather pugnacious Hawksworth ‘9400’
development of it with taper boiler. Of the
210-strong class, only the first ten were
(initially) superheated and had carried the
insignia ‘GWR’. The lead engine, No 9400, was
kept after having been withdrawn from
service as early as 1959, and it was re-fitted
with a superheated boiler, which had
originally been built by the Vulcan Foundry in
1924. 

UK-wide the most numerous single
locomotive type was the humble non-
superheated inside cylinder 0-6-0 goods
tender engine, yet not a single example exists
in the National Collection. Archetypal was the
S.W. Johnson Midland Railway ‘Class 2’, of
which 865 were built between 1875 and 1902.
One of these managed to retain a round-
topped boiler with Salter safety valves on the
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Hughes/Fowler ‘6P/5F’ class 2-6-0 No 42700 is seen outside Horwich Works as it nears the end of an intermediate repair on 2 September 1961.

Preserved as part of the National Collection after its withdrawal in March 1966, the choice of the ‘Crab’ was an excellent one as the class was the first

truly mixed-traffic type to run on the LMS, and unlike the Churchward Moguls of the GWR it had outside valve gear and an enclosed cab. The

usefulness of the class is evident from the fact that the last would not be withdrawn until October 1967. D. Forsyth/Colour-Rail.com/g21502

The 2-8-0 freight locomotive is represented at the NRM by Churchward ‘2800’ class

No 2818 of 1907, which was an excellent choice. Yet the Stanier development, the ‘8F’,

which was adopted as a standard wartime engine and saw service across the ‘Big Four’,

abroad and on British Railways, was given the cold shoulder, perhaps because of its

similarity to the ‘Black Five’. Stanier ‘8F’ No 48268 heads a freight at Tiviot Dale on

28 December 1963. No less than 849 of these engines were built, with 666 passing to BR

– the pictured engine was built in Glasgow by the North British Locomotive Co Ltd in

1942 for the War Department, but it was initially used by the LMS and then became

LMS property in December 1943.  D. Forsyth/Colour-Rail.com/g33505

dome until withdrawal and scrapping as late
as 1959 – a missed opportunity indeed. The
1960 list, however, did identify, for some
unknown reason, an ex-North Eastern
Railway 0-6-0, No 1576, still in service as
British Railways No 65033, an ex-LNER Class
‘J21’. Even this had, most unusually, originally
started life in 1891 as a two-cylinder
compound, and when later rebuilt, in 1908, as
a more conventional simple engine it was
provided with the surprising luxury of piston
valves, although the engine was never
superheated. No 65033 was broken up in
February 1966, four months after it had
reportedly suffered ‘accidental damage’ in
Darlington Works, which rendered it
impossible to restore to its ‘original’ condition.
A sister engine, NER No 876, has nevertheless
survived in private preservation. 

About one year after the BTC list was
published there appears to have been a
realisation that humble goods engines were
poorly represented in the ranks when compared
to more ‘exotic’ types. The justification for
including a British Railways Standard ‘5MT’
class ‘Caprotti’ 4-6-0 was questioned,
particularly as its cylinders and valve gear were
virtual duplicates of those on Duke of
Gloucester, also listed. In April 1961 it was
suggested that this 4-6-0 be dropped in favour
of an 0-6-0, and an ex-Great Eastern Railway
James Holden (LNER ‘J17’ class) engine was
suggested instead. Even so, the British Railways
Chief Mechanical Engineer, J.F. Harrison, in
January 1962, laconically observed that he had
no objection but ‘would have doubted the
preference for inclusion of this locomotive as an
example of outstanding development in

locomotive design’. Four surviving ‘J17s’ were
inspected at Stratford Works in August 1962, of
which ex-GER No 1217 was selected as being in
the best condition. Originally built in 1905, it
had been rebuilt with a superheated boiler in
1923, whilst still retaining its slide valve
cylinders, and so could only validly be
repainted at Doncaster Works in 1963 lettered
as an LNER engine. 

In the event, of course, although both
British Railways Caprotti types were dropped
from the list, they have survived in private
preservation, via Barry scrapyard. In addition
to No 71000 Duke of Gloucester, No 73129,
after nearly five years there, was removed in
February 1973 and was then gradually
restored to full working order at the Midland
Railway Centre over the course of more than
30 years.
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The first Stanier ‘Black Five’ class 4-6-0 to

enter traffic was LMS No 5020 in August 1934,

yet the locomotive selected for preservation

was No 5000 of February 1935. Here we see

the first of the class as British Railways

No 45020, while piloting a Stanier ‘Princess

Coronation’ Pacific through Bletchley on

8 August 1959 and passing BR Standard ‘4MT’

2-6-4T No 80042. The reasoning behind this

choice has never been satisfactorily explained.

Colour-Rail.com/300134

The return Darlington to Nottingham journey

of the double-headed RCTS ‘East Midlander’

rail tour of 13 May 1962 pauses at York station.

A brace of contrasting 4-4-0s was especially

diagrammed for this duty, the pilot engine

being ex-SR ‘Schools’ class No 30925

Cheltenham, while the train engine is ex-LMS

‘2P’ No 40646. The ‘2P’ was enjoying something

of a last fling from its Bescot home, being

withdrawn before the end of the month, but

the ‘Schools’ would not be taken out of use at

Basingstoke until December 1962, and it would

eventually find its way back to York as a

preserved engine.

P.J. Lynch/Kidderminster Railway Museum

A July 1964 visit to Fratton shed in Portsmouth

finds soon to be preserved Maunsell ‘Lord

Nelson’ class 4-6-0 No 30850 Lord Nelson with

its nameplates removed, and on the left is the

tender of ‘King Arthur’ class 4-6-0 No 30777 Sir
Lamiel, also set aside for preservation.

No 30850 had been withdrawn in August 1962

from Eastleigh, but in the short-term its

salvation was followed by storage at various BR

depots, such as Fratton, Stratford, Preston Park

and Eastleigh. Sir Lamiel ended its service days

at Basingstoke in October 1961, so it had

already been mothballed for more than

2½ years when this scene was recorded.

C. Weston/Kidderminster Railway Museum
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The typical GWR type was the 0-6-0PT, of

which the largest single class was the

‘5700/8750’, numbering no less than 863

engines, so an example was surely a prime

candidate for the National Collection, yet this

was not to be. Instead one of the Hawksworth

‘9400’ class, No 9400, was set aside.To

compound the problem, No 9400 was

superheated, one of only ten pannier tanks to

be so treated, the vast majority having

saturated steam boilers. Here we see No 9485,

completed in October 1952, running through

Llanelly station on 15 June 1961; its withdrawal

would come in July 1964.

R. Green/Colour-Rail.com/90809

The first of the Collett ‘Castle’ class 4-6-0s, No 4073 Caerphilly Castle, is seen on Cardiff (Canton) shed on 29 June 1958. Originally preserved at the

Science Museum in South Kensington, it is now resident at Steam Museum in Swindon. As an enlargement of the mould-breaking Churchward ‘Star’

class, the selection of a ‘Castle’ raised many eyebrows, especially as ‘Star’ No 4003 Lode Star had already been saved from being dismantled. Good

though the ‘Castle’ design was, it was something of a compromise, whilst the ‘Star’ was startlingly different from what had gone before.

K.C.H. Fairey/Colour-Rail.com/11358

One class that should have been high on the BTC list of locomotives to be preserved was the Maunsell

SE&CR/SR ‘N’ class Mogul, 80 of which were built between 1917 and 1934. An amalgam of the best practices

of the GWR and Midland, they have been highly regarded by both operators and enthusiasts alike. Here we

find No 31400 running through Paddock Wood on 6 June 1960. Completed in July 1932, No 31400 would

eventually be withdrawn in June 1964. D.C. Ovenden/Colour-Rail.com/18123
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BR Standard ‘8P’ Pacific No 71000 Duke of Gloucester is seen at Crewe on 18 August 1962 – it would be withdrawn at the end of the summer. Although

on the BTC’s 1960 list for preservation, this one-off failed to realise its potential, and it was later felt that the Caprotti rotary valve gear, well known

for its rapid acceleration and also fitted to 30 BR Standard ‘5MTs’, was all that was worth saving. Both cylinders were removed, the right-hand one

becoming a guinea pig for sectioning the other, so it is the one seen here that would be exhibited with its motion at the Science Museum. Fortunately,

the rest of the engine found its way to Barry scrapyard, having miraculously surviving an erroneous trip to John Cashmore’s scrapyard, which allowed

time for its rescue. Thereafter, the removed parts were replaced as part of its restoration to steam, when the draughting issues that previously

haunted the ‘Duke’ were fully addressed. The preservationists that saved No 71000 led the way in terms of so-called ‘impossible’ projects, notable

followers being King Edward I and Galatea, and now the wave of new-build projects apply the same belief that anything is possible.

D. Forsyth/Colour-Rail.com/g26502

‘King Arthur’ class 4-6-0 No 30777 Sir Lamiel passes through Ashford with a parcels working on 24 April 1959. The preservation of this engine instead

of No 30453 King Arthur seems to have been a last minute swap, but as with all steam locomotives that had been in service any length of time, little of

the original remained extant. No 30777 had a history of fine performances but No 30453 did carry the name King Arthur, the name by which the

‘N15s’ were universally known. D.C. Ovenden/Colour-Rail.com/18096
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The archetypical British steam locomotive was the 0-6-0 tender engine and yet apart from a GWR ‘Deans Goods’, a Stockton & Darlington ‘Long-

Boiler’ type, a Southern Railway Bulleid ‘Q1’, and an LMS ‘4F’, the type was virtually neglected by the BTC committee until an ex-GER ‘J17’ was also

selected.The Midland Railway developed the genre over many decades, culminating in the LMS version of the ‘4F’, which was built up to March 1941.

Surprisingly, LMS-built No 44027 was selected for preservation and here we see it on Holbeck shed while awaiting transfer to Hellifield for safe

storage. Joe Richardson/Colour-Rail.com

Although now safely ensconced in the
National Collection, the survival of no fewer
than nine other locomotives on the 1960 list
was by no means assured only five years later.
In August 1965 the rapidly modernising but
still loss-making British Railways, or British
Rail as very recently it had wished to become
known, suggested that the Bulleid ‘Q1’ class
0-6-0, the Southern ‘N15’ class 4-6-0 No 30777
Sir Lamiel (selected in place of No 30453 King

Arthur), King George V and the LMS 2-6-4T all
be removed from the select list. Only the
following month it intimated that it wished to
scrap the LMS Fowler ‘4F’ class 0-6-0,
Hughes/Fowler 2-6-0, and Stanier 2-6-4T, the
‘Q1’ 0-6-0, Britannia and also Duke of
Gloucester. This was averted, but by June 1966
the fate of Evening Star was also in doubt
because of front end damage sustained on
Cardiff (Canton) shed early in 1965, which had

prompted its early withdrawal. It was suggested
that another ‘run of the mill’ Riddles ‘9F’ might
be preserved instead, but in the event No 92220
was repaired at Crewe Works and saved for the
nation. There are those who believe that the
engine now preserved at York is not Evening
Star at all, its coupled wheels are indeed off a
very early ‘9F’, but the boiler has probably never
left the frames since building more than 55
years ago, and its serial number is correct.  

It was inevitable that the last steam locomotive to be built for British Railways, Riddles-designed ‘9F’

class 2-10-0 No 92220 Evening Star, would be preserved. Entering traffic in March 1960, it was

withdrawn in March 1965 without ever having a heavy general repair, although the preserved engine

does not have its original driving wheels. Swindon Works turned No 92220 out in passenger livery, but

when seen at Oxford in 1964 it was in poor external condition. As an example of the finest of the

Standard classes, its place among the National Collection is unquestionable.

Joe Richardson/Colour-Rail.com
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Firing days at Stratford depot,

East London

David Ducker recalls his days

working from Stratford locomotive

depot in East London from 1946,

when a young lad, until calling up for

National Service. 

Growing up near Crowlands station, between Chadwell Heath and Romford, the author became

familiar with the Great Eastern section’s principal motive power in the 1930s and 1940s, the ‘B12’

class 4-6-0s fitted with ACFI feed water heaters being particularly intriguing. Here No 8548 leaves

Stratford with a Southend to London (Liverpool Street) train on 7 August 1932, the year David

was born. Within two years No 8548 would be transferred away to Kittybrewster shed, Aberdeen,

from where it was withdrawn on 28 December 1946 as LNER No 1548.

George R. Grigs/Rail Archive Stephenson

When I first became aware of railways
passing close by my home, I was
two years of age – the year was

1932. The old Great Eastern Railway passed
by not 200 yards away, over the bridge that
crossed our road, where the signal box just by
it was called Crowlands. By this time, the
Great Eastern Railway had been absorbed by
the London & North Eastern Railway in 1923.

I was always curious about the ‘B12’ class
4-6-0s that passed by with what looked like
two cylinders behind their chimneys, which I
learned later was called the ACFI apparatus,
to assist with the economics of the engine by
pre-heating the feed water. Whether this was
why they were called ‘Hikers’, or because of
the distance the coal had to be thrown from
the tender to the front of the firebox (11ft), I
was due to question later on in life.

As well as the ‘B12s’ there were other
4-6-0s, the ‘B17s’, or ‘Sandringhams’/
‘Footballers’, on the express workings. The
‘N7’ and ‘F5’ class tank engines were used on
the suburban work between Shenfield/Gidea
Park and London (Liverpool Street), and
never did I, in my wildest dreams, think I
would become part of that service to
humanity.

In 1936 my parents were offered a brand-
new council house on the opposite side of the
railway, still always within earshot. The
Romford pilot locomotive was always busy
shunting up and down with wagons for the
gasworks and the large goods yard adjacent to
Romford station. The main coal merchant was
Thomas Moy. The yard is now long gone.

When I left school aged 14 years, the war
was still going on, and we were being

subjected to our fair share of ‘V1’ flying
bombs and ‘V2’ rockets where we lived, not
far from RAF Hornchurch. On one occasion a
flying bomb came over and a Spitfire tipped
the wing of the bomb with its own, and I
watched in horror as the bomb spiralled down
towards the railway and gasworks – it
exploded on the railway embankment.

I first started work with a radio engineer
at East Ham in east London, and I used to
cycle the eight miles from home to work,
going under the tunnels of the London,
Tilbury & Southend line, which was an
interloper in LNER territory until
nationalisation. Without fail, there would be
one of the three-cylinder Stanier 2-6-4Ts
standing over the tunnel, usually No 2501. I
wasn’t getting anywhere with my so-called
electrical apprenticeship so I thought why not
try railway work? I didn’t realise how hard it
would be, but I wouldn’t have missed it for the
world. The comradeship and the different
aspects of the work meant you never got
bored. Anyway, I applied, and a few days later
I received a letter and a free rail pass to attend
a medical at Hamilton House in Bishopsgate,
near Liverpool Street station. Although I was
skin and bone through wartime rations, I was
given a clean bill of health.

Another letter and pass arrived for me to
attend the offices at Stratford locomotive
depot and as I was being given an IQ test I
saw a huge set of wheels gliding past the
window, these wheels belonging to a ‘D16’
class 4-4-0 – it was coming off the ash pits
and going down for coal before being handed
over to the shed turning staff for its next turn
of duty. I must have shown some intelligence

because I was told to report for duty on the
following Monday.

This is where my adventures began, and I
reported for duty at 8.00am along with four
other lads. We were not given overalls as you
had to be employed for six months to qualify,
but they did give us a can of oily liquid, a
bunch of cotton waste, and pieces of metal for
scraping the grease off of the wheels. We then
went with Joe Mosely, the foreman cleaner,
into the Jubilee shed and were told to clean a
‘N7’ class 0-6-2T that had come in overnight
for a boiler washout. It was No 2615, which
would later be renumbered as No 9717 under
Thompson’s renumbering scheme. There were
two types of ‘N7’ – Nos 9600 to 9672 had
short-travel valves, while those in the ‘9700’
number series had long-travel valves, which
made them a stronger engine. 

The shed was long enough to
accommodate up to 25 locomotives on each
road, and more in the open out the back.
There were six roads for tank engines and six
for tender locomotives. The shed was open at
both ends, which caused a cold wind to
sometimes blow through. The engine we were
to clean was still warm and I got elected to do
the boiler as the others didn’t like heights, or
so they said. We got the engine cleaned to a
presentable state and it was then handed over
to the boiler washers, who happened to be
two cockney ladies, presumably because of the
manpower shortage. This was the first time I
had heard women swear, and boy they knew
the full vocabulary.

Then the rush-hour locomotives started
to arrive on shed and we were given another
‘N7’ to clean, which had just come off the
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When our author first became aware of the Great Eastern section main line running close to his home the principal expresses were in the hands of

the Gresley ‘B17’ class 4-6-0s. This July 1932 view records Parkestone Quay shed’s No 2836 Harlaxton Manor, just one year old at the time, approaching

Stratford with a down express. Released to traffic in July 1931 from Darlington Works, its withdrawal would come about in October 1959 from

Norwich shed. George R. Grigs/Rail Archive Stephenson

David’s first job was in East Ham, his daily cycle

ride taking him under the London, Tilbury &

Southend lines where invariably he saw one of

Stanier’s three-cylinder 2-6-4Ts, often No 2501; it

is pictured between duties at St. Albans shed on

18 May 1934. Completed as recently as April

1934 at Derby Works, this engine would be

condemned in June 1962 as British Railways

No 45201. The first of the class, No 2500, is

preserved as part of the National Collection.

L.R. Tomsett/Rail Archive Stephenson

The ‘D16’ class ‘Claud Hamilton’ 4-4-0s were still

an integral part of the workings into and out of

Liverpool Street station in the immediate post-

war period, our author seeing one at Stratford

during his aptitude test in 1946. Here

Cambridge-allocated ‘D16/3’ No 2536 makes an

impressive sight at the head of a Cambridge to

Liverpool Street express near Burnt Mill in 1947.

Having entered traffic in September 1903 as

GER ‘S46’ No 1865, it would be withdrawn from

Peterborough (Spital Bridge) in July 1955, after

which it became a stationary boiler at Stratford

Works until December 1958.

C.R.L. Coles/Rail Archive Stephenson

‘Jazz’ service, the Chingford or Enfield lines.
This one was well warm, and sitting on the
boiler I was keeping an apprehensive eye on
the safety valves – I didn’t want to end up
hanging from the sooty roof beams! Going
back and forth between Stratford and my
home at Romford, I travelled in the guard’s
van because of the dirty state of my clothes,
which after a week would have stood up on
their own, much to my mother’s disgust.

In my fourth week as a cleaner, myself and
four others were told to report for mutual
improvement classes, where we were taught by
inspector Fred Mason, a jovial north
countryman. He proceeded to give us
instruction on hand signals and the various
semaphore signals. During the week we were
taken round the massive locomotive works
and carriage shops, the old erecting shops
dating from the 19th century, the paint shops,
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A severe shortage of manpower at Stratford

ensured that our author was soon passed out

for firing duties in the local links. However, the

condition of many of the suburban locomotives

was poor, as can be seen from this view of

Holden ‘F5’ class 2-4-2T No 7210, completed at

Stratford Works in February 1906, at the head

of a local all-stations service at Liverpool Street

on 2 December 1946. This ‘F5’ would remain in

service until July 1955.  H.C. Casserley

boilermakers, and the foundry. The boiler
shop was very noisy with the riveting, and the
foundry very hot, so I thought I had made the
right choice in going for footplate work. At
the end of the week we were taken to London,
and one by one we were given footplate
experience on an ‘N7’ class 0-6-2T working
the service to Chingford.

Back at Stratford we were then put
through a session on rules and regulations,

Rule 55 being the main one driven into our
heads. This concerned a train being detained
at a signal that wasn’t in a track-circuited area,
in which case you had to walk to the signal
box and sign the signalman’s register. Some
signalmen were extremely house-proud and
didn’t like footplate staff on their highly
polished floor, but others welcomed you in for
a chat. At the end of the week we were all told
we had passed, and were now ‘passed cleaners’,

which meant we could go firing or clean
locomotives as required. Mind you, we would
all have passed even if we had only one leg,
such was the dire straits for manpower. The
next 25 years were a revelation of hard and
heartbreaking work.

Now that I was a ‘passed cleaner’ I was put
on shift work, even though I was only 16 years
of age, and not strictly eligible for night shift
until I was 18-years-old. When you got 313
firing turns in, you were allowed a set of
overalls, a cap, a serge jacket, and a heavy coat
or mackintosh. However, a friendly locoman
would pass his on to you before you got
anywhere close to 313 turns.

About a fortnight later I was on 2.00pm to
10.00pm shift cleaning, and I had done all my
jobs. Nothing seemed to be happening, and at
8.30pm I thought nobody is going to require
my services now so I went home, a bad idea!
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Unless an engine was ex-works, the external condition of the majority of the Great

Eastern tank engines was dire, as illustrated by this view near Hoddesdon. ‘F6’ class 2-4-2T

No 7220 heads away from St. Margarets with a Buntingford branch train in 1947. No 7220

was completed in April 1911 as the first ‘F6’, Great Eastern Railway ‘G69’ class, and it

would remain in service until July 1955. C.R.L. Coles/Rail Archive Stephenson

Gresley ‘V1’ class 2-6-2T No 485 stands on

Brentwood shed on 14 May 1945. The draw

back with the class as far as the preparation

men were concerned, was the high-sided

bunker, which made coaling these 2-6-2Ts more

arduous than the ‘N7’ 0-6-2Ts and ‘F6’ 2-4-2Ts.

Completed at Doncaster Works in December

1938, No 485 went new to Stratford, but it was

transferred away to Glasgow’s Eastfield shed in

the middle of December 1948. Converted to

‘V3’ in the late summer of 1960, it was

withdrawn from Parkhead shed at the end of

July 1962. A.W. Croughton/Rail Archive Stephenson

Next day Joe Mosely wanted me. ‘Where did
you get to last night?’, he asked, so I told him.
‘You will get a No 1 disciplinary form for this’,
he said, which required me to give a written
explanation of what I had done, so that
suitable punishment could be considered. Not
being aware of the formal procedures, I filled
in the form but then forgot all about it – I
don’t know to this day what my punishment
was! As I had not been approached to join a
trade union at that time I was a complete
ignoramus over such matters.
Communications between management and
staff were at an all-time low, and they may
have been frightened of losing us if they came
down too hard on us.

A week later I was sent to an out-station
of Stratford, a nice little country depot way
out in Essex for my sins perhaps, at
Brentwood. The shed was small with three
roads, two for locomotives and one for coal
wagons, from which two labourers filled the
bunkers of eight or nine locomotives. The
hardest of these were the two Gresley ‘V3’
2-6-2Ts, Nos 7669 and 7672, as their bunkers
were 2ft higher than those on the ‘N7s’. The
shed had once boasted a turntable, and the
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At the outbreak of World War II the Great Eastern section was allocated 

15 Gresley ‘V1’ class 2-6-2Ts, with Stratford shed receiving ten, Norwich three,

and King’s Lynn two.The Stratford engines remained until displaced by the

new Thompson ‘L1’ class 2-6-4Ts. Here we see ‘V3’ No 7669 easing away from

the staggered platforms at Roydon with a Liverpool Street to Cambridge slow

train in 1947 – it was upgraded from ‘V1’ to ‘V3’ at Doncaster in December

1942/January 1943. This locomotive received its Thompson running number

with the author looking on, at Brentwood shed on Sunday, 21 July 1946.

C.R.L. Coles/Rail Archive Stephenson

retaining wall had a round space in it to
accommodate a turntable, but this was long
gone before I arrived there.

During my first week at Brentwood I was
put on nights, and I was still only 16 years of
age. Working conditions didn’t count for
much because of the shortage of manpower –
that may be why I kept my job after my earlier
misdemeanor, but what a great place to be
stationed. Out in the country, with lovely
scenery and a grand body of men to work
with, with the exception of one, which I will
explain about later. The head driver was
J. Springett, who I believe was on permanent
nights for some domestic reason. There were
two brothers, A. and S. Saltmarsh,
W. Armstrong, C. Heffer, G. Player, Ben
Palmer, Tom Crozier, and others whose names
now elude me. We had a mixture of tank
engines there, ‘N7s’, ‘F5s’ and ‘F6s’. The latter
were nicknamed ‘Gobblers’ because of the
noise they made when linked up on the run.

After a couple of weeks I was on night
shift when Tom Crozier’s fireman didn’t show
up, and at about 4.00am I was asked to go
with him. It was a cold, frosty morning, and
Tom, being portly, asked me to do the oiling.
The locomotive was a ‘Claud Hamilton’ 4-4-0
and we would be running tender-first towards
London. I didn’t know anything about oiling,
but wherever I found a cork I put oil in. Tom
meanwhile had got my job in hand, and we
left up the bank to Shenfield, where we
coupled on to a ten-coach twin ‘quintuplet’
set. The ‘quintuplets’ were air-braked, but the
‘quad’ sets used on the Great Northern
services were vacuum-braked.

We got the ‘right away’, calling all-stations
to Liverpool Street. Going down Brentwood
bank, chilled to the bone, coal dust whipping

you in the face, made me wonder what I had
let myself in for. Anyhow, we got to London,
and even a novice like me had managed to
keep a head of steam. Coming back we were
more comfortable, and I was relieved by
another fireman. My mother was worried
where I had got to, and my bed had never
been so welcome. 

My main job at Brentwood on nights was
to fill up the oil bottles for the locomotive
crews, and the winter of 1947 was really cruel,
making the cylinder oil like treacle. It would
take up to 15 minutes to fill a bottle, so I
would go round and check the fires on the
locomotives and make sure that the injectors
hadn’t frozen up. Alas, one engine had its fire
almost out, and by the time I had got it round
again the oil bottle had overflowed. The result
was an unholy mess on the floor, lots of sand
and rags, and a rollicking from the day
foreman, George Barker, who had just come
on duty – another exciting day! George was
the fitter foreman, a very nice gent who also
had two labourers who kept the shed tidy.

One Sunday afternoon I was booked on at
2.00pm all on my own, and I had to light up
all eight engines; the first time I had done this
since being shown at Stratford. I had to make
sure that the smokebox doors were tight,
check the ashpans were clean, and then get up
into the cab to make sure the brick arch was
OK and the fusible plugs weren’t leaking.
Then I had to check that there was water in
the boiler, cover the fire-bars with coal, make
a space in the middle and put in scrap wood
and oily rags – I had plenty of oily rags. Then
I had to light some oily rags on a shovel, using
a small oil lamp, place this in the centre of the
coal, and then cover it with more coal and
hope for the best.

I had just finished my round when I saw
this chap with a large suitcase standing in the
shed. It was easy to get into the shed by just
stepping down two steps from the platform,
which was adjacent. I asked him who he was
and he told me he had to change the number
on the ‘V3’ class tank engines. In those days
you never asked if anyone was genuine, you
took their word. In his case he had pots and
brushes, and he painted over the old number,
No 451, on both tanks. The paint was quick to
dry, and he then asked me to hold one end of
a chalk-lined string against the tank, and he
then pulled the string, letting it hit the tank
and making a nice straight chalk line. He put
the transfers to soak in a fire bucket and then
applied them to the tanks so that No 451
became No 7669.

Brentwood presented me with lots of
firing experience on different types of engines.
The ones I disliked most were old Great
Eastern Railway ‘F6’ class 2-4-2Ts – the
‘Gobblers’. They didn’t respond to the firing
technique you were told to use, and they had
temperamental injectors. If the fire was heavy,
and had to be thrown out, you had problems.

On nights, a locomotive was put down in
the goods yard at the London end of
Brentwood station, to be handy for assisting
goods trains that were running out of puff
coming up the notorious bank. Another mile
and they would be over the top and on the
level at Ingrave. I only got called out to assist
once, along with Jerry Springett. I was told
that some devious cleaners, in order to boost
their firing rate, used to put oil on the rails to
cause goods engines to slip to a standstill, so
that they then got called on to provide the
ultimate assistance. If true, they must have
wanted their hats pretty desperately.
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Short-travel valve fitted ‘N7’ class 0-6-2T

No 7998 brings a down train into Coborn Road

station, between Bethnal Green and Stratford,

on 2 December 1946, six days before this

station was closed to passengers. Designed by

A.J. Hill and completed in February 1924,

No 7998 still carries a Belpaire boiler and it will

not be fitted with a round-topped firebox until

August 1947, when it will become a part of the

‘N7/4’ class. It was condemned from Stratford

shed on 1 March 1959.  H.C. Casserley

A Central Line tube train for Wood Lane arrives at Leytonstone as ‘N7/4’ class 0-6-2T No 9616 waits in the adjacent platform in the spring of 1947,

not long after No 9616 emerged from Stratford Works after a general repair in January, hence its very presentable external condition. Released new

to traffic in January 1924 as No 994E, it became No 7994 in February 1926, and then No 9616 in January 1947. As British Railways No 69616 it was

withdrawn from Cambridge shed on 1 January 1959. C.R.L. Coles/Rail Archive Stephenson

Wally Hale was another name that springs
to mind, a very immaculate man. We were on
our way to Liverpool Street and had just left
Romford on the six-minute section to
Chadwell Heath. Wally isolated the
Westinghouse brake valve, took out the inside
and cleaned it with paraffin, oiled it, and put
it back together again, and still had plenty of
time for braking for the next station. He was
also a keen photographer.

I was on my way to Brentwood, for the
10.00pm shift on a very foggy night, and the
train I was on was for Southend (Victoria).
We had just left Gidea Park when there was a
thump in the rear – it seems we had been run
into from behind by the Peterborough mail
train; I never heard if anybody was hurt.

During my 25 years on the footplate I only
had one disagreement with a driver. We were in
the sidings at Shenfield on one of the ‘V3’ class
2-6-2Ts, waiting to work an evening rush-hour
train. Every time I went to do something the

driver would be controversial about it, like
saying, ‘Don’t put any coal on yet’, and next
minute, ‘It’s about time you did something about
the fire, isn’t it?’ This went on for 30 minutes or
so, and in the end I went to the cupboard and
started to take my bag and coat out. ‘What are
you doing?’ he asked. ‘I’ve had enough’, I said,
‘You are on your own’. With that he asked me
not to go, and I relented, and the rest of the day
finished with mutual respect for each other.

Not long after this I was called back to
Stratford to take my firing exam, which was
very similar to the cleaners exam. I passed, and
found myself in the Temple Mills link. One
week you would be shunting wagons into trains,
and the next you could be pushing heavy trains
up over the hump. It was necessary, but very
monotonous. One respite we did have was
taking part in the filming of It Always Rains On
Sunday, pushing a train over the hump whilst
one of the actors was jumping from wagon to
wagon – no Health & Safety then!

Promotion was quick in the 1940s, and
after a year I found myself in the ‘N7’ short-
travel valve link along with a nice old driver
called Jim Furlong. In this link you went
round what is now the Central Underground
line. As I recall, I think you went round the
back of Ilford car sheds to Newbury Park,
Fairlop, Leytonstone and Stratford. Poor old
Jim had emphysema, and I lost him after a
while. Then I was put with driver Sid
Castleton, still in the same link, but by this
time the Central Line had reached
Leytonstone, so we were doing the
Leytonstone to Epping run.

One very hot Sunday afternoon Sid and I
had a ‘N7’ 0-6-2T and we were at Theydon
Bois, one stop from our destination at Epping,
when both injectors packed up. The water
handles were solid and any amount of force
wouldn’t move them. There was a two-mile
climb into Epping, so the fire was a bit heavy,
ready for the climb. Anyway, the fire had to be
thrown out. I was throwing it out, and Sid was
throwing dirt into the firebox, making it a
double-effort. With the boiler blowing off
steam it was surprising how quickly the water
was going down in the glass. However, the
fusible plug didn’t blow, so all ended well. Sid’s
son was a fitter at Stratford, and he said the
fault was common with the taper plug, and if
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Gorton Works-built ‘N7/2’ class 0-6-2T No 9673, one of the long-travel valve fitted engines, waits to leave Liverpool Street with a suburban train on

20 July 1947. The stock is made up of two rakes of articulated quintuplet high-capacity compartment stock. The ‘N7s’ were the preferred motive

power for these workings because of their surefootedness and ability to accelerate quickly away from station stops. Whenever possible the ‘N7s’

worked chimney-first out of Liverpool Street and bunker-first into the terminus. John P. Wilson/Rail Archive Stephenson
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Less than a mile after leaving Liverpool Street

station crews were faced with the 1 in 70

gradient of Bethnal Green bank, about ½ mile

long and concluding at Bethnal Green station.

This 2 December 1946 view from the platform

end records Stratford-allocated Holden ‘F6’ or

‘Gobbler’ class 2-4-2T No 7067 on a down local

train for Enfield Town. Entering traffic from

Stratford Works in May 1911 as GER ‘G69’

No 67, this radial tank would be condemned in

October 1953 from Lowestoft. Within three

weeks of this photograph being taken it would

receive its Thompson identity as No 7226, while

March 1948 saw it became No E7226 before

acquiring its five-digit BR stock number, 67226,

in April 1950.  H.C. Casserley

we had given the plug a sharp tap on the end
with a hammer, the handle would have turned
– hindsight is a wonderful thing.

I then moved into another link, this time
the ‘N7’ long-travel valve link. I had the good
fortune to be with another nice old chap by
the name of Ben Binnington, and I got to
know his family well. One Sunday afternoon
Ben and I were on a local train to Bishop’s
Stortford, calling at all-stations. Just as we
were about to leave London, Ben walked over
to me and said, ‘You can drive’ – I was
amazed, as I had only watched it being done
before. Anyway, we got the ‘right-away’ and
had an uneventful trip; using the vacuum
brake was an experience in itself.

One afternoon Ben and I were spare, and
at about 4.00pm the foreman came in and told
me to go with Harry Lucas, whose fireman
had called in sick. So it was out to the Jubilee
shed we went, and to my horror found we had

this ‘Gobbler’, No 7157. Anyway, we got it
prepared, it had just had an overhaul and we
set out for Liverpool Street to work a rush-
hour train. Liverpool Street was a very smoky
place in those days. Harry told me to make
the fire up well in the back of the firebox, and
by the time we backed on to our train it was
well alight. Then Harry told me that we were
non-stop to Shenfield. ‘What, with a
‘Gobbler?’’ – never, I thought. We got the
‘right-away’ and off we set, up the bank to
Bethnal Green. I was keeping the fire well up
at the back and giving Harry a helping hand
because the motion was very stiff. Through
Stratford, going great guns, we still had
another 22 miles to go, with the notorious
Brentwood bank to climb.

In no time we were through Ilford, then
Romford, and everything was in tip-top order.
The needle never left the red line, and with
the injector on as well we passed Harold

Another view at Bethnal Green station on 2 December 1946 records ‘F6’ 2-4-2T No 7236 on an up

Enfield local working bound for Liverpool Street. Completed in December 1911 and now carrying

a Thompson number, its withdrawal would come in August 1955. The ‘F6’ class could be

temperamental steamers and they required careful firing, something that made them less than

popular with novice firemen. H.C. Casserley

LNER ‘N7/2’ No 2642 is seen after its 

re-numbering under Edward Thompson, as

No 9682 in October 1946, by which time it

had been altered to ‘N7/3’ configuration by

replacing its Belpaire firebox with a round-

topped one in March 1946. The 0-6-2T

leaves St. Margarets with a Hertford (East)

train in 1947. A Stratford member of the

class from December 1938, it was

withdrawn from there in December 1960.

C.R.L. Coles/Rail Archive Stephenson
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Stratford shed was a sprawling affair and by the

time David took up his duties as an engine

cleaner there in 1946 working conditions were

poor, as wartime damage and neglect had

taken their toll. On 7 February 1948, with

National Service beckoning for the author, the

pioneer Thompson ‘L1’ class 2-6-4T, No 9000, is

seen outside without its driving wheels and

motion, while repairs are made to the shed in

the background. Alongside No 9000 is ‘J69’ class

0-6-0T No 8578. H.C. Casserley

Long-term Stratford resident ex-GER ‘G69’ (LNER ‘F6’) class 2-4-2T No 7232 runs into Bethnal Green station with a local working from Liverpool

Street on 2 December 1946. Having crossed-over from the down suburban line, the lengthy train is now on the main line route to Stratford. With

their 5ft 4in coupled wheels, these Holden 2-4-2Ts had good acceleration away from the frequent suburban station stops into and out of Liverpool

Street, providing they were not overloaded and the fireman had mastered the art of firing them. Starting life as GER No 3 in November 1911, the

locomotive is seen a few days after receiving its third LNER running number, its post-Grouping identities being progressively Nos 3E, 7003 and now

7232. It would be withdrawn from Lowestoft shed in May 1951.  H.C. Casserley

Wood. We were on the main line, and on the
slow line a local train had just left, going to
Shenfield like us. We gradually overhauled
him and drew level with the ‘N7’ tank engine,
manned by my old mates from Brentwood.
We were both going for the bank ahead of us,
so with a toot on the whistle and a
Churchillian salute we drew ahead. The bank
slowed us down going through Brentwood, to
about 35mph, but another three-quarters of a
mile and we were over the summit at Ingrave.
The fire had now burnt down for the stop at
Shenfield. I filled the water tank and we
pushed our train into the sidings ready for the
next morning rush hour.

As soon as a path was available, we went
light engine to Stratford, where we disposed of
the engine. I still had an hour and a half to go
on my shift when Harry said, ‘OK Home!’ – I
thought, I hope I don’t get another No 1
Form! My opinion of the ‘Gobblers’ was very
much changed, and she went back to Scotland
well run-in.

Another unusual job with Ben was to work
a P&O boat train from Liverpool Street to King
George V Dock. We had our regular ‘N7’
0-6-2T, No 69703, a long-travel valve engine,

with six coaches and one brake van. Our route
was on what is now the down electric line to
Stratford West Junction, round to Stratford
Market, Canning Town and into Victoria Docks.
We picked up a Port of London pilotman, and at
a sedate 10mph we went over a swing bridge. I
didn’t realise how much trackwork there was, it
seemed to go on forever. We finally pulled up
alongside a warehouse with a platform, which I
believe served as a customs facility. I had noticed
the top of a Union Castle liner as we
approached, so our passengers may have been
destined for South Africa.

I had now turned 18 years of age and
National Service beckoned – even with the

footplate manpower shortage there was no
exemption. I was not happy at the prospect as
I was enjoying myself, and 21 months in a
different environment did not appeal at all. So
the RAF had the pleasure my company. I was,
however, still involved with engines, albeit
aero engines, deep in the heart of
Herefordshire. My job was receiving and
dispatching to different depots all over the
world, as required, Hong Kong and Cyprus, to
name just a couple.

Further reminiscences from David Ducker will
feature in a future issue of Steam Days magazine,
his railway service continuing through to 1971.
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SYDNEY GARDENS
The iconic Sydney Gardens in the heart of Bath have 
been meticulously modelled on this impressive ‘OO’ 
gauge exhibition layout, a� ording a wonderful view of 
steam and diesel hauled trains passing by on the adjacent 
Western Region Main Line, as Steve Jones reveals.
 
BURSHAW NORTH WESTERN
Dave Forshaw recalls the West Coast Main Line of the 
late 1960s and early 1970s for his stunning ‘N’ gauge 
take on this major inter-city railway route which recently 
attended the Great Electric Train Show.

REVIEWS
The latest model railway releases with highlights from 
Hornby and Bachmann alongside new products from 
Oxford Diecast, Noch, Model Railway Scenery and more.
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WE SHOW YOU HOW: 
BALLASTING
Nigel Burkin explains all in this simple 
step-by-step guide to ballasting showing 
you how to recreate the real railway in 
miniature.
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Readers’ Letters

Tail Lamp

Nottingham to Rugby
Sir: Very many thanks for sending me a copy of
the August issue of Steam Days containing my
article on the Great Central. I very much
enjoyed the range of images you were able to
source and, indeed, the way in which it was all
laid out. Hopefully it may generate some
interest – one or two people have already
indicated they enjoyed the article, so we must
have got something right!

Just a few observations I would make, now
that I have seen the finished article and the
images that accompany it. They’re mainly to
clarify one or two things that arise from the
captions and correct the odd discrepancy which
may be picked up by other avid readers!

Page 5 – As you correctly speculated,
Signalman Matthews could well have been on
duty on 16 August 1966 when Gordon
Hepburn made his picture of No 45289 – he
was, as he was booked on the late turn all that
week at Nottingham Goods South; and what an
appropriate picture to begin the article with –
couldn‘t have been better.

Page 8 top – I rather think No 1169 Lord
Faringdon is approaching East Leake, the cutting
and the gradual opening up of the tracks to
allow for the platform looks very familiar.

Page 8 bottom – GCR ‘9J’ No 203 is passing
Rothley northbound. 

Page 10 bottom – No 5416 is heading
southbound and is passing Swithland Sidings,
near Rothley, the signals on the left giving access
to the down loop put in two or three years
earlier.

Page 12 top – I’m intrigued by the caption
suggesting that No 61420 is bound for
Whetstone, as there is nothing booked as a
regular working in the WTT for that summer
from Scarborough to terminate at Whetstone –
I can only assume that it was an additional
excursion arranged for that specific date. The
normal dated Saturdays-only working that year
was the 11.55am Scarborough (Londesborough
Road) to Leicester (Central) that terminated at
5.25pm. The chalked numerals on the smokebox
door, 476, aren’t any help as there is no booked
working with that train number in that
particular WTT.

Page 13 bottom – There is a slight
discrepancy in timings between the caption and
Table One that pertains to the same year. I’d be

Bottom shed! – we ALWAYS referred to it
as ‘The Passenger Loco’. Maiden Lane Tunnel –
surely always Gasworks; these were on the
doorstep! York Road as Maiden Lane station –
again surely this was where the later site of
the ‘Potato market’ was, if not why the long
platforms?, and Maiden Lane bridge over the
cannel is still there almost opposite!

The brick building also housed the
Foreman’s office at the extreme southern end
until a new structure was built near the coal
elevator. It was then taken over by the fitters
who did daily exams on the diesel
locomotives.

For the record, following the 1 May trip,
No 4472 Flying Scotsman worked Edinburgh to
King’s Cross non-stop on Saturday, 4 May
1968 – I was on both trains.

While 16 June was the last day of Top
Shed, steam actually officially finished on the
15th – I fired the last King’s Cross steam
diagram with No 60107 Royal Lancer up from
Leeds – 97mph down Stoke. 
David Rollins (ex-Top Shed),
Now Kingston, Queensland, Australia

Issue No 307
I very much enjoyed Alan Clothier’s article on
his Swindon experiences, I met him several
times when I was SLS Chairman as he was a
regular member of our Newcastle Centre. 

Regarding the otherwise very good King’s
Cross article, the writer has made one or
two strange mistakes. Firstly he refers to
catching the Northern Line from
Hammersmith to King’s Cross, when it should
of course have been the Piccadilly. Also on
page 39 he seems to have confused the up
and down sides of the station and suggests
that the Hotel Curve and York Road station
were on the up (east) side. This is corrected
as to the Hotel Curve in the Stirling 4-2-2
caption on page 42. I daresay I’m not the only
one to spot this!
Brian Lewis (by email)

Congratulations on the new look Steam Days;
issue 307 excels in outstanding articles. For
me the icing on the cake is the glorious
picture on the front page; as a locospotter in
the period mid 1945-47 I was a frequent
visitor to Platform 10 at King’s Cross, and I’m
sure that in this period Gresley’s
masterpieces did not sparkle like this. I would
like to make an observation on the picture on
page 62 that shows ‘E1/R’ No 2695 on
banking duty. The person leaning out of the
cab appears to be a young lady, and in any
case is not in crew uniform. She appears to
be in confident if naive pose as if used to
being in the cab; there is a mystery here
which other readers may be able to solve.
Brian Ady (by email)

‘Any Suitable Engine’ – Carnforth’s last
day – responses
Back in the Tail Lamp pages of the September
2014 issue of ‘Steam Days’ ex-Carnforth fireman
David Moore requested information about the
identification of stored engines at Carnforth shed
in August 1968, and a subsequent round of
letters appeared in the May 2015 issue, along
with a more specific request from Mr Moore. The
latter related to his use of a locomotive to reach a
lineside fire near Hest Bank on Saturday, 3 August
1968, his request coming in a bid to find the
identity of the locomotive that he and his driver
had used to reach the scene. The latest responses
follow overleaf . . . 

surprised if eagle-eyed readers didn’t spot this!
No 61112 is actually on the 8.55 SO Sheffield
to Bournemouth (1O14) and not the 9.34,
unless this was an additional relief run that
particular day. I suspect this is unlikely as it was
booked to call at Leicester at 11.05 to get past
No 46118 Royal Welch Fusilier, which is standing
with 3C07, the parcels and empty newspaper
train forming the 10.10 Nottingham (Victoria)
to Marylebone Goods. This was booked to
follow at 11.15.

Page 14 top – 1N63 is the 10.34 SO
Bournemouth (West) to Bradford (Exchange)
duty that called at Loughborough around
4.05pm. The date is almost certainly August
1964, as engines were no longer changed at
Leicester (Central) with the demise of the local
shed in the July. In the summer of 1964 the
engine change took place at Nottingham
(Victoria) and there are pictures around of
No 6911 Holker Hall having disgraced itself by
overshooting the turntable and derailing its
tender, possibly even on the same day as
Gordon’s view. There was also a siding next to
the down loop which formed part of the goods
yard that no longer exists in this picture, the
goods yard having closed in April 1964. Hence it
is certainly 1964 and more than likely August.

Page 16 top – A wonderful picture by Tom
Boustead depicting No 92011 on what could be
one of three fitted freights that could have
passed at about that time of day in July 1964 –
4V21 the 12.55am Tees to Woodford, 4V23 the
2.40am Tees to Bristol, or 4M74 the 3.55am
York to Banbury – stirring stuff nonetheless.

Page 16 bottom – No 46165 The Ranger
(12th London Regt.) is on 9D04, which was, in
essence, the 9.42am MWFO trip working from
Queens Walk, servicing the Royal Ordnance
Depot at Ruddington, the Gotham branch,
Rushcliffe Gypsum Works and any additional
traffic from goods yards to Leicester.

Page 17 bottom – 26 June 1966 was a
Sunday! The view is at Newton and No 44780
has 2D59, which is the 12.30 Rugby to
Nottingham (not 12.20) assuming the picture
was, indeed, taken on a Saturday. If it was the
day before (25th) then signalman Matthews
would have been on duty at Goods South to
signal this working also.

Page 18 top – Edwin’s picture would have
been taken at about 12.15 on 3 September
1966. No 45267 on the left has the stock for
2D59, the 12.30 departure to Nottingham,
described in the text. No 45292 is passing with
3B21, the 10.57 Nottingham (Victoria) to
Neasden Sidings newspaper empties and
parcels. No 45292 would work back north
again later in the day with 1D37, the 16.38
Marylebone to Nottingham (Victoria), which
was also mentioned in the text.

I do apologise, it has begun to look like a
huge list of nit-picking, which was certainly not
my intention. It was more a case of
endeavouring to anticipate comments from the
rest of the readership and tidy up some loose
ends. It should not detract from what I consider
to be a pleasingly presented piece of work,
despite my humble efforts at authorship. It was
good to see it in print. With kindest regards.
David Pearce (by email)

‘Passenger Loco’ and 
other King’s Cross terminology

Sir: Having been almost brought up at the
Cross, certainly since the mid-50s, I find some
comments in the March 2015 article on King’s
Cross strange.
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Opinions expressed in letters are not those of
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(or any group company).
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Did No 48493 start the fire?
Sir: Further to the follow-up letter (May
2015) from David Moore, I was in the
Lancaster/Carnforth area on the afternoon of
Saturday, 3 August 1968, the day before the
official end of steam. Patrolling the A6 I saw
steam way ahead, quickly parked my Ford ‘Pop’
and ran on to an overbridge to witness a
southbound freight hurtling along, hauled by ‘8F’
No 48493 of Rose Grove shed (Burnley). The
driver was clearly determined to have one last
charge whatever the consequences, either to
his loco or his train. Once the lengthy fitted
freight had passed into the distance on its
cacophonous journey (and into history), there
was a wonderful silence until I was aware of a
crackling as the grass-covered embankment on
the up side caught fire. Was this perhaps the
culprit which began the lineside fire and which
resulted in Mr Moore and his BR Standard 4MT,
which would have been one of the last pair
working that weekend (either No 75019 or
No 75048) being summoned from Carnforth to
put it out?

I attach a copy of the photo I took and
hope the quality is not too poor for
reproduction. You can see the smoke way back
and therefore the extent of the fire.
Dr Christopher Fifield,
West Norwood, London SE

Friday, 2 August and 
Sunday 4 August 1968

Sir: I read with interest David Moore’s letter in
the May 2015 Steam Days. I may have the
answer to his question. If so please pass on this
information to him. I visited Carnforth MPD in
the late afternoon on 2 August 1968 and made
a list of the locos on shed at that time. From
entries in my diary the time must have been
about 7pm, as I arrived at my holiday
destination in the South Lakes at 8.50pm – the
shadows in the pictures back this up. They were
as follows: 

Nos 44897, 45310, 75048, 45025, 75019,
45134, 45231, 73069, 44894, 70013, 45390 and
44877. All these locos were in light steam in the
shed area.

The following were on the scrap line and
out of steam: Nos 75027, 75020, 92091 and
75009. The following were reserved for
preservation: Ivatt ‘4MT’ No 6441 and
Nos 42085, 42092 and 61306.

There were some scrapped locos adjacent
to Carnforth station’s platforms, which I did not
investigate, but I have since identified one as
‘Balck Five’ 4-6-0 No 44915 by enlarging a
photograph in my possession. The only Standard
‘Class 4s’ in steam that evening were
Nos 75048 and 75019, so I guess it must have
been one of these locomotives that David
Moore took out as ‘Any suitable engine’, unless
something else arrived very late on. As you can
see from the photographs, I was allowed
unhindered access to the shed area. I realise this
is not the list for Saturday, 3 August, but it’s
pretty close!

I paid a visit to Carnforth again on the way
home, on Sunday, 4 August, and the following
locos were noted now on the scrap lines:
Nos 45342, 75020, 44963, 44897, 45310, 44758,
75048, 44709, 45134, 44877, 44781, 75019,
44735 and 45206. All were out of steam except
Nos 44709 and 45134, which were in light
steam still. Since this was the last day of normal
working I believe, these two must have been the
last ones to be worked. David Moore is most
welcome to contact me.
John Linnell (by email)

Perth (General) to Dundee (West)
Sir: I enjoyed reading the excellent article in the
April edition of Steam Days on the Perth-Dundee
line. My railway interest started in Dundee and
the following observations may be of interest.

The navigation swing bridge over the Tay at
Perth was removed in 1955. In summer and
sometimes in the winter the West station was
used every Sunday, and I do have a shot of an
unrebuilt ‘Royal Scot’ entering Tay Bridge station
in the 1930s, so even in LNER days the West
was at times closed on the Sunday.

The first train on a Sunday to Dundee
(West) originated from Glasgow (Central) at
7.15am, with a 10.08am arrival. Polmadie
provided the motive power and virtually
anything could appear – Pacifics from 1B, 5A
and 66A were frequent visitors, to say nothing
of ‘Royal Scots’ and the odd ‘Jubilee’. With the
advent of the ‘Clans’ they took over, along with
the last batch of ‘Britannias’. The loco spent the
whole day shuttling between the two cities
before returning to Glasgow on the 7.30pm for
Glasgow (Buchanan Street). With a late arrival
with the first train, I have seen a ‘Clan’ working
tender-first to Perth on the 11.00am trip.
Unusual locos based at the West depot in the
late forties were four ex-London, Tilbury &
Southend Railway 4-4-2T machines, but as they
were not popular they were soon stored and
the CR ‘439s’ soldiered on.

Through coaches also operated between
Dundee (West) and Edinburgh (Princes Street)
in BR days, with a summer Saturday-only
service to Manchester at 8.40am in the 1950s.

I hope this additional information may be of
interest to your readers.
G.C. Bett (by email)

I found the April edition up to the usual very
high standard. The Perth-Dundee article
brought back many very happy memories.
During August 1965 I had a ‘Freedom of
Scotland’ rover and, as with many others, I have
lost my records, so am unable to quote loco
numbers etc. We heard a ‘B1’ was rostered for
the 14.00? Glasgow (Buchanan Street) to
Dundee, and the Dundee crew was determined
to show what they could do, including 88mph
coming down from Gleneagles (verified by
several stop watches). 

I had a fast run with a Caprotti ‘Standard 5’
on the 18.00 Buchanan Street, but next morning
it was dead on Tay Bridge shed, with valve gear
tied up, presumably for a tow to St. Rollox. Two
consecutive runs on the 18.00 service had

Golden Plover, No 60031. On both I had a cab
ride from Perth – round the tight curve of the
Dundee platform was well out of sight from
authority – I think it still had the corridor
tender for a quick escape, if needed. The St.
Rollox fireman had filled the firebox and we
‘blew off ’ on both valves all the way, both
evenings, despite the driver really working the
loco as hard as he could. Despite being run
down, the steam chest gauge was always within
1 or 2 psi of the boiler pressure, as I found on
all the ‘A4s’. The ride was fairly smooth, but on
curves the cab went one way and the firebox
the other. Both nights I arrived in Dundee
temporarily stone deaf!
Geoff Mileham, 
Orlando, Florida

Carriage M1M and 
the ‘Grand Hotel’, St. Pancras

Sir: Certain may be intrigued by the carriage
No M1M shown on page 51 of the St. Pancras
article in the June issue. This was the lowest
number in the LMS coaching stock fleet, dating
from the renumbering scheme of 1932/33 and
depicts that of an RF (restaurant first) of
diagram 1810 built in 1930. It would only have a
few more years of existence, and it and others
of its kind had gone by the early 1960s.

Mention within the article of the Grand
Hotel reminds me of its time in latter years
when known as St. Pancras Chambers, it held
within its faded grandeur the offices of British
Transport catering, responsible for such on-
passenger train services. I attended a few
meetings there in the 1970s, when inter-regional
meetings were held to decide what provision
would be made on such workings. One thing
that struck myself, and others, was the difficulty
in finding a toilet! Another was to have a ‘phone
(without any indication on it of an extension
number) trill on a lonely desk or window ledge.
A bit of apprehension ensued before anyone
dared to answer it!
John Macnab (by email)
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